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KUNM DJ Kiska Dis01issed
For Airing 'Offensive' Songs

'Unhappy Student'
Threatens Campus
Robert Sanchez
The University of New
Mexico Campus Police received
a bomb threat Thursday from a
male caller with a foreign accent
'aying that he was unhappy with
the way students were treated.
The caller told UNM Police that
a bomb was planted in the main
office of' the administration
building, Scholes Hall.
At l :50 p.m. the caller told
police that the bomb would go
off within one hour. Then at
2:0H p.m. KUNM radio station
rcceiwd a call from a man
dniming, "I'm an Iranian
'>lllucnt. There arc three bombs
pin, ~u on ~·;unpus."
('aptuin or Police Alex
Roybal said that the police
conducted a search at Scholes

Hall, but did not find any
explosive device. Police officers
remained at all entrances to
Scholes Hall until after 3 p.m. to
inform people entering the
building of the bomb threat, and
let them enter at their own
discretion and risk.
The treasurer of the Iranian
Student Association, Mastafa
Zamanian said, "I don't think
the Iranian Student Association
is responsible. I don't see any
reason to threaten. We get along
with other students."
The president and viceprc!iidcnt of the Iranian Student
Association were unavailable for
comment.
Captain Roy hal said that
because no explosive device was
found, no further unvestigation
will take place.

see photo page A·10

Lee Beck

Patrick Kiska, known to KUNMFM listeners since the early 1970s as
Malachi Mudgong, was fired on
August 6 for playing such
controversial songs as: "I'm Proud
to be an Asshole from El Paso"
and "Johnny Piss-off."
Kiska charges that he is the fall
guy in the dispute. He said the song
has been played over the air many
times by other KUNM DJs and no
action was taken by station
management
or
U ni versi ty
administration.
The song was reportedly
recorded during broadcasts on June
20 and June 25 by a Santa Fe
listener and sent to Martin Vigil,
chief of New Mexico State Police.
Chief Vigil sent a copy of the
songs to Henry Jaramillo,
President of the UNM Board of
Regents.
In a memo sent to UNM

ASUNM Adds to Student Services
IJnda Williams
News Editor
The Associated Students of
UNM (ASUNM) offer a variety of
services to the student body and
hope to have many activities this
year.
Mario Ortiz, president of
ASUNM, said students need to be
made aware of the services of
ASUNM and how to utilize them.
"It's their organization and is
funded by their activity fees, but
most students don't realize what we
have to offer."
Ortiz said that with senate

approval he hopes to set aside
$1000 to help make students aware
of services such as the Book
Co-op,thc duplicating center,
typewriting services, and the
Cultural Committee.
The Book Co-op is situated
upstairs in the Student Union at the
beginning and end of every
semester. "The Co-op sells books
cheaper than the book stores and
buys them back for more," Ortiz
said.
"We've also expanded the
services of the duplicating center
this summer, and it's there for the
use of students but is not being used

by them," he said. The center does
xerox copying in color and black
and white, address labels, binding,
and offers folding and mailing
services. "We also have new
typewriters in the duplicating center
that can be used all day long for a
$1 fee."
The Cultural Committee brings
in professional entertainers,
including
national
touring
companies, to perform in Popejoy
Hall. A 75 percent discount is
offered to all students.
"I have many other new projects
in mind pending approval of the
continued on page A-7

President William Davis, Jaramillo
states the contents of the tape are
"of extreme bad taste and offensive
to a large number of people" and
that "Certainly, the university
cannot and should not allow or
tolerate this type of broadcasting."
After reviewing the tape, VicePresident of Student Affairs
Marvin "Swede" Johnson stated in
a letter to President Davis that he
had determined the broadcasting of
the tape occurred on Friday night
between 9:15p.m. and midnight on
"The Asylum Show" with host
Malachi Mudgong.
Johnson concluded that "this
type of programming is in
extremely poor taste and will not
continue any longer. Mr. Kiska has
been informed as of this date
(August 6) that he will no longer be
allowed to be involved with KUNM
in any way."
Johnson said the dismissal was a
joint decision by himself and
KUNM manager Paul Mansfield.
Mansfield denied that stating,
"The dismissal was not a station
action."
Mansfield emphasized in an
interview that Kiska knew of the
potential offensive language
contained in the song. He explained
that songs which may contain
potentially
offensive
or
inappropriate
wording
for
broadcasting is clearly marked by
the recording company or by the
station's record librarian.
Mansfield said that it is up to the
disc jockey to be aware of wording
within a song and refrain from
broadcasting the questionable song
or to use discretion when using it.
Kiska disagrees with Mansfield
and said it is the manager's or the
music librarian's job to remove any
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Swede Johnson
record from the library if it is
unsuitable for broadcasting. Kiska
said, "It is not the disc jockey'~ job
to know all the wording contained
in all songs in the music library."
A &heck with the Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) confirmed that broadcasting
certain wording in the song is in
violation of FCC rules.
Commenting on the firing,
Mansfield said, "It is my
understanding that I was hired by a
governing board and it is my
responsibility to hire, fire and
disclipline station personnel."
Johnson stated in his memo to
President Davis, "There is a change
of leadership occuring at KUNM as
Paul Mansfield has submitted his
resignation effective August 28."
He went on to say that he would
report to the president his
continued on page A-15
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Black and White
Loose Originals
1-7 Co pies per Original

Letter .05 Legal .0 5
8 + Copies per Original

.20 per Original
Letter 1.5¢ Legal .02

Bound Originals
Letter .05

Legal .0 5

Special Handling .03

Special Things

~ Cerrtmi#~l~':=::::=::-::~

1- 5 Copies per Original 1.00
Black/White Transparencies .45 6- 9 Copies per Original .85
10 + Copies per Original .75
Labels
our's .2 5 your's .02
Transparency
3.50
Parchment .05
antique white, antique gold
Transfer
1.50
Index Stock . 07
white salmon
blue
green
yellow cherry

Copy from Pictures
Books & Slides

Colored Paper
buff pink goldenrod
blue yellow green

Color is Here
•
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Color Copies

Reduction .10

ASUNM Duplicating Center
Color Copy It

....

NE Corner SUB Games Area

Binding Spiral
Letter 1.50

ASUNM
Duplicating
Center
limit one per customer

111 Harvard SE

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

(across from UNM)

Legal 2.00

20

Of tt

Color
/OOCopies

e~eplres November 30, 1980

NE rorner SUB Games Area

J
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8117 Menaul NE
(across from HoHmantown)
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Editorial
Too Many Cooks Spoiling KUNM
The firing of Malachi Mudgong, a Friday-night
fixture on KUNM-FM, brings to a head the developing
controversy over who is to have administrative and
policy-making control at the radio station. There will
be no quick and easy solutions, but perhaps KUNM's
two governing bodies, thtl university administration
and the Radio Board, will be able to benefit from this
situation by defining their respective roles relative to
the station.
This is an excellent time for such clarification,
ulthough it could have come under better circumstances. The Radio Board is a relatively inexporionced one - many of its members have only
recently been appointed, including the chairman. One
of their first tasks will be to find a replacement for
station manager Paul Mansfield whose resignation will
take effect later this month.
The university administration's situation Is much
moru stable. KUNM's license is held by the Board of
Regents and the station is administrated through the
office of Administrative Vice-president Marvin D.
Johnson.
The real problem with allocating decision-making
power at KUNM is that there are in fact two governing
bodies whose areas of responsibility cannot be
isolated from one anoth(lr. No matter how the
responsibilities for determining programming policy,
standards of taste, editorial policy and financial
matters are defined and allocated between the
university administration and the Radio Board, it is
ridiculous to expect anyone to be able integrate the
necessarily different opinions of two such radically
different groups of people.

Bon1h Threat Is Cheap Shot
The threat of bombs on the U NM campus is nothing
new. We have even had a few real bombs. No one has
ynt been injured, fortunately, but the threat itself is
alanninn to many people and disruptive and irritating
to many more.
What is perhaps the most insidious aspect of a
bomb threat when there is no bomb is that such
threats often implicate persons who not only had
nothing to do with the threat but who would probably
not consider such action under any circumstances.
This is apparently the ca!;e with UNM's most recent
lmmb threat in which th•3 caller claimed to be an
Iranian student. We will probably never know if that
claim is true, but merely by rnaking the claim an unjust
and unfair derogation of the reputations of Iranian
students on campus h3s been made. It is particularly
unfair now because of the hostility they are encountering relative to the holding of American
hostages by their fellow countr 1•men, even though the
Iranian students here had nothing to do with it.
If the purpose of this recent senseless bomb threat
was to defame Iranian students at UNM, let us hope
that the effort is unsuccessful - they certainly do not
deserve it.

Unfortunately, that is what the station manager is
expected to do. No one can serve two masters,
especially when they are at odds with each other.
As if this were not enough, KUNM also has a
community advisory board which has no actual administrative control over the station, even though
KUNM must respond to it.
Until the fundamental problem of having too many
cooks in the kitchen is solved, KUNM is going to have
problems similar to the one involving Malachi
Mudgong. All parties involved would do well to address this one before complicating matters further by
neglecting it.

by Garry Trudeau
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Free Dr. Pepper
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with the purchase of anything

NCAA Delays Are Unfair
The University of New Mexico would be much
better off in a real court of law for a trial oft he alleged
violations of National Collegiate Athletic Association
{NCAA) rules than it is with the NCAA Committee on
Infractions. In a real court UNM would at least be
guaranteed a speedy trial, but at the rate at which the
NCAA is proceeding, it may be years before the
charges are even heard.
The greatest problem for UNM is until the charges
are settled the athletic recruiting programs are
severely and unfairly handicapped. There is no reason
for a student athlete to go to a school which is
prohibited from enjoying the rewards of athletic
victory, such as championship tournaments and postseason games, regardless of how well its teams may
play.
It is time for the NCAA to eit: ,er fish or cut bait.
UNM deserves an expeditious settlement of this
matter and if the NCAA cannot do so, it should drop
all charges made against the university.
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with coupon
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Buy 2 get 1 sandwich free
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Buy one yogurt product get one
of equal value for 1 ¢ and this
coupon.
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New Multo D•lly Lobo
381400

No. 1

The ~ew Me:dcn D1lly Lobo is publi§hed Monday
ihrough rriday C\'Cr~- regular week of the University
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Letters
The New Mexico Daily Lobo encourages its readers
to share their thoughts and opinions in this section of
the editorial page. Please check the staff box on this
page for letter policy and requirements.
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by Garry Trudeau
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year, \\ce\1y during closed anti finnlo; wetk~~ and
weekly during the sumlilcr ~cssion by the Board or

Student Publications or the Unh-ersity of New
Mexico, tt11d lo; not fimumalty associated with UNM.
Se~·und class [IO~tngc paid at Albuquerque, New
Mcxict'\ 81131. Subscription rate is Sto.OO for the
acallentic }'car.
The oflini\lil~ C!!.ptc'i~Cd on the Cdttorial pages of the
llail)· Lob" ate tho~:.c nf·thc authM sole1~. Unsigned
01"'1111011 i'J that of the editorial board or the bally
Lc:tho. Nothing pnntcd in the·Ually Lobo neL'tlllsarlly
reprc~cnt~i;thc \licws oft he Uni\ersity of New MeXIco.
naliy toti<J editorial staff:
i\~ting f::dltor: Ken Clark
Mnnt~ging Editor: Susa.n Schmidt
Nc''-''!i Fditor: l.indii Wll\iatm
Sports Editor: romla "Ea~lcy
Aft~ l::d1l<lr: Dobtirirfin
Phot(l hli1<1r: Dick Kettlcv.cll
Cot'y hhhw IJcni~ McK~:an
nminc~'i M:n~agt:r; 5LC\IC Ciccone
StlbmiS."ilon§ pollc)'
l.cllcrs: 1 etten 10 the edilor muM be t~·ped, double
\paced 1..111 n 60-~pa!!e h11c and signed by the author
with the authot''i name, nddn:~s and telcrhone
tmn1her. The>· should be no longtl' than 200 words.
Only the nome of the nuthot will be' printed and
liilnle'> will .not b~ withheld.
Opinions: Opinions must be t~~d, double spaced
oh a 6fl·'>l}ai.!C line and signed by the author· with the
authot 1'i name, addrc5~ and telephone number, They
'\hould be no longer than SOO Words, Only the name
of the author \.\·HI be printed and name~ will not be
\\ithhelc.l.
Thl~ l>all) l.obb Uoc!i nr.'lt gunrnntcc publication.
All ~ubltll'\\inn" hcmme the )ir,lJ')Ci"IY llf the New
\tc:-.ftt(t Ually ltlho jnJ. will he edited for kngth ~'r
libelous .:ontcnt.

Cheese it at the Posh
We now carry seven types of cheese, American, Mozzerella, Provolone,
Swiss, Cream Cheese, and 1wo new Cheeses, New York Muenster and Long
Horn Cheese.

look for our new salad bar opening soon
all you can eat at a great price
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ASUNM Adds Services
continued from page A-2
senate. I nope that we can have a
Student Travel Agency to provide
trips around the state to places of
interest. The idea is to provide
to
inexpensive
transportation
different places, such as Purgatory
for about $10 or $15, for camping
and skiing trips," he s!lid,
Ortiz said he would also like to
get other organizations on campus
involved in activities with ASUNM.
"I would like to see us helping to
fund their activities. This way they
could make have a percentage of
the profits made and the rest could
go to a charity, such as the United
Way.''
Ortiz said he would also like to
start compiling a letter of
organizational activities on campus
to make the information more
readily available to the student
body,
Another project that might be
considered by ASUNM is a class

Decision on Merger
Will Be Made Soon

course evaluation. It WO\lld offer a
description of courses being
offered, along with a syllabus of the
books being used by the instructor,
the types of tests and information
on the instructor, "This way the
students would have a better and
more detailed view of the classes
they want to take and can pick
classes that they feel best suited
to," he said.
"I would also like to see us have
volunteers to go to the large lecture
classes to record the lectures and
type them out to be duplicated,"
Ortiz said, "This way thorough
notes would be available for
students who miss class for
studying for finals. I see benefits in
that students won't have to rely on
others for notes if they have to
miss.
St\ldents could also
concentrate more on lectures if they
know the material covered is readily
available to them."

James C •.Johnson
Staff Wriler

Mario Ortiz

Ortiz said that ASUNM had a Jot
of ideas for this year and they have
the money to do them with, they
just need to get the students involved,

Courses Added to Fall Schedule
by Garry Trudeau
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Anthropology 237 - Indians of
New Mexico is a survey of the
Indian cultures of New Mexico
including
anthropological
perspectives on their history, social
organization, economy, health and
education.
Anthropology 356 - Southwest
Archaeology is designed to provide
an intensive survey of southwestern
prehistory for upper division
students and anthropology majors.
The course will cover material from
the Paleolndian period to historic
times. Some knowledge of
archeology is expected.

.~

:-::·'" ..~ ·-::-

Several new credit and non-credit
courses have been added to the list
of classes offered that did not
appear in the fall schedule.
Five courses have been added by
the anthropology department:

..~-.. ~"'!"" ~--~f!s:?-!

-.••

••
•••
•••

ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee and Stardate present

Anthropology 420 - Topics In
Anasazi Prehistory will provide
students
with an in-depth
examination of specific research
topics selected from southwestern
Pueblo prehistory. Domains of
research interest will be identified
and the entire process of
archaeological
research,
from
initial design to final analytic
interpretation, will be detailed for
the areas specified. The intent is to
provide students with an in-depth
examination of the actual process
of modern archaeological research
from beginning to end. Prerequisite
is Anthropology 120 .
Anthropology 450 - Topks in
Biological Anthropology is a course
designed to consider the problems,
possibilities, and importance of
analyzing the interaction of

"nature" and "culture" from the
perspective
of
biosocial
anthropology.
Anthropology 130 - Cultures of
the World will be given as a late
afternoon course by Professor
Philip K. Bock .
There will also be new language
courses added this fall.
Conversational French classes
will be offered by the Alliance
Francaise d' Albuquerque, The noncredit classes will be taught
informally. Registration ends Aug .
28.
Beginning, intermediate, and
advanced classes and a special
French for travelers class will begin
Sept. 8.
Teachers of the classes will be
graduate students from the UNM
French division of Modern and
Classical Languages.

Members of the financially
troubled Coronado Credit Union
will decide Tuesday if their credit
union will merge with the Los
Alamos Credit Union or some other
institution.
The Coronado Board of
Directors has invited members to a
general
meeting
in
the
Anthropology Lecture Hall at 4:30
p.m. on August 19. Meeting notices
were mailed last week, said Board
President Fred Chavez.
"Los Alamos Credit Union has
tentatively agreed to be at the
meeting to answer questions,"
Chavez said. "I guess I would have
to say that they have the inside line
at this point,"
The Coronado board began
negotiations with the Los Alamos
Credit Union in July, following
unsuccessful negotiations with
several other institutions, including
the Albuquerque Public School
Federal Credit Union.
The federally insured Los
Alamos Credit Union serves 21,000.
members and has $65 million in
assets. Charles Mynard, manager
of the credit union, said a branch
office will be opened at UNM,
probably at Coronado's present
location, if Los Alamos and
Coronado merge.
In a related development, an
audit of the Coronado Credit
Union,
which one merger
negotiator called "essential" for a
successful merger, is almost
finished.
"1 am reviewing a pencil draft
this afternoon," Chavez said
Friday, "We'll have something to
give the members on Tuesday
afternoon."
For more than three years the

Coronado Credit Union has been
plagued by financial problems,
including a series of bad loans and
investments, but their most scrio\ls
crisis began three months ago,
ln May the Coronado board
voted to suspend dividend
payments on members' share
accounts. At the same time, the
board obtained a $100,000 loan
guarantee from the New Mexico
Credit Union Share Insurance
Corp, to provide funds for
certificate of deposit interest
payments.
A run on the credit union by
members seeking to close their
accounts began July 18, following
news reports of the institution's
financial difficulties.
The withdrawal of about
$500,000 over a two-day period
forced the board to place a freeze
on withdrawals. Effective July 21,
members were required to give 30day advance notice before making
withdrawals.
The board also obtained a second
guarantee
to
cover
Joan
withdrawals and remain solvent.
State officials and Coronado board
members declined to say how much
money was involved in the loan.
An audit of the Coronado Credit
Union, by the accounting firm of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.,
will not be made available to the
public. "It is a highly technical
report," Chavez said. "I don't
think it is the kind of thing we want
to release,"
The only facts which will
definitely be forthcoming are the
credit union's income statement
and balance sheet.
"State law requires that we post
our balance sheet on our bu1etin
board, and of course we will
comply with state law," Chavez
explained.

USED BOOKS SAVE25%
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Savings of 25% and mORE on UNm's latgest selection of USED textbooks. Shop eatly-avold long lines. S.B.S. Is stocked NOW with the
books and school supplies you need. S.B.S. stocks a COmPLETE
selection of new & USED textbooks, and mORE:
TEXAS INSTRUmENT CALCULATORS
HEW LEn -PACKARD CALCULATORS
HALLmARK CARDS & GIFTS
mAPS
TECHNICAL BOOKS
SOLAR ENERGY REFERENCE
UNm SOUVENIRS
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

STUDENT lOOK lrORE

September 1 0 at 8pm in the UNM Ar~ttc.l (thC" Pit)

2122 Centtal Se (across from UNffi)

VISA

T'dets at .aU T'di.>tmii.Sk.'r kK-atkms

.,'

I
4

GENERAL & GIFT BOOKS
T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORTSWEAR
ART SUPPLIES
STUDY AIDS: SCHAUmS, ARCO, BARRONS,
BARNES & NOBLE/COS,
mONARCH, IRWIN, WILEY
Cl'ISS RINGS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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mASTER CHARGE
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International Exchange Program
Offers Chance for Broad Experience
J. Chavez
Starr Writer
International Programs, at 1717
Rorna, can be a helpful starting
point for UNM students interested
in study abroad. Here director
Geralo Slavin and the staff offer
several avenues to exotic places ano
new experiences at foreign
universities.

l

I. ,~,,
Denis McKeon
Copy Editor

Susan Schmidt
Managing Editor

Daily Lobo Staff Looks
Ken Clark
Acting Editor
Have you ever wondered who
was responsible for putting out the
Daily Lobo? For a long time it was
a subject of limitless speculation for
me. But now I know who these
people are. 1 think you should, too,
and 1 am pleased to introduce to
you the editorial staff of the Lobo.
Susan Schmidt is the managing
cdilor. She has been playing with,
in and around printing, printeo
matter and matter to be printed
since 1976 when she began as a
reporter in Paso Robles, Calif.
"You don't fino much haro news
in a small town like that. While our
competitors were printing police
reports on drunken driving and
opceding tickets, l was writing a

story on the nearby turkey farm
and interviewing the man with
miniature goats and a giant turtle
hibernating in his bathroom," she
said.
Her experience at that small town
paper includeo all phases of
newspaper writing and production.
She continued working for various
publishing and printing firms after
moving to Los Angeles in 1977.
Last fall, she returned to her home
town of Albuquerque, "The experience I got in L.A. was invaluable, but I was beginning to
forget the sky is blue."
A junior in the BUS program,
she has no definite plans for
graduation. "I figure I can find
enough things !like to do that I can
get paio for - maybe I won't ever
have to work for a living."

For~ward

Denis McKeon is the copy editor.
His job is to correct everyone's
spelling errors and make sure that
what we have written makes sense.
Denis is a 26-year-old sophomore in
the University College BUS
program. His qualifications for the
job include eoitorial experience
with two secondary school papers,
work
in
commercial
film
production and a persistent interest
in the print meoium. Denis forsees
a fruitful year ahead at the Lobo,
saying, "It only pays half as much
as my last job, but I get to work
twice as many hours. Besioes, I get
paid to read things ano be my
normal, critical, picky self."

Bob Griffin
Arts Editor

Linda Williams
News Editor

Dick Kettlewell
Photo Editor

Paula Easley
Sports Editor

to Great Year

photographer, incluoing a stints
with a three television stations in
Little Rock, Arkansas, Evansville,
Indiana and Colorado Springs.
In aodition to his career in
photography Dick has worked in
stock repertory theatre as an actor
and set designer.
Dick is looking forward to
continuing to develop his skills as a
photojournalist this year at the

Lobo.

Linda Williams, news editor,
returned to New Mexico from West
Virginia where she was an English
major at West Virginia Institute of
Technology. When she enrolled at
UNM last January she changed her
Dick Kettlewell is the only major to journalism and ouring the
veteran Lobo eoitor on the staff, summer joined the Lobo staff as a
having first taken the position of writer and photographer.
photo editor last spring, Dick has
As news editor Linda makes most
many years of experience as a of the decisions about what news

stories go into the paper. She also
has to keep track of a small herd of
reporters and make sure that their
stories are not only accurate but as
comprehensive as possible.
Arts editor Bob Griffin took his
baccalaureate oegree in English and
journalism from New Mexico State
University two years ago. Since
graduating he has done freelance
work for two magazines and is now
stuoying existing and potential roles
for computers in communication.
The arts section has the distinction of being the only part of the
paper that is devoted primarily to
fun and entertainment, but it has
also the challenge of reporting
cultural events that can enrich the
lives of everyone in the UNM
community.

continued on next page

FOREIGN AUTO SERVI,CE
EXPERT SERVICE ON MOST FOREIGN MAKES

Book by
Roger 0. Hlrson

Originally produced on the Broadway
stage by Stuart Ostrow.
Directed on the Broadway Stage by Bob Fosse,

Music & Lyrics by
Stephen Schwartz

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE.
The Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
August 22, 23, 24, 29, 30 and SeJ)tetmbt
time is 780 AD, but the prclbiE!mE
1980. Pippin is a young
with war, sex, power
contentment. A

St.Cyr

•

'ii

>

• MERCEDES

•TOYOTA

• PORSCHE
• DATSUN

• MG

Coal
Central

•BMW

UNMcampus

VISA

•VW

• VOLVO
• SAAB

2133ST. CYR S.E.
247·0547

MC

vaudeville, a

now at the
master loc;llill!f.1!1!,g;~c

Albuquer:~it
1 CIVIC
LIGHT
, Association
·I

le tbere.ll'• al PopeJoy BaD
........ 32, 33, 34, at, 30 • leplelllber 5, &, 7.

GO AHEAD
Succumb to that irresistable urge.
Indulge your senses. Experience a
Godfather's Pizza tonight. We're
waitin' for you. So what's
holdin' you?

___Goafather's rt:zz: _....._._.......
Albuquerque Locatltons\
El Paso • Grants
Santa Fe • Roswetl

Sponsored by Lee Galles Oldsmobile,
Mother Albuquerque business supporting the performing arts.

Ken Clark
Editor-In-Chief

Daily Lobo Staff Introduced
continued from page A-8
Paula Easley, sports editor, may
well be the only woman in that
position in any coeducational
college in the country. She is a
journalism major from Lorton,
Virginia ano her job is to make sure
that all the sports, club and intramural activities are covered.
Paula says she especially enjoys her
involvement with the athletes. Last
year Paula was a regular contributor to the Lobo's news and
sports sections.
Ano finally the editor in chief.
Right now that is me, Ken Clark.
Because my predecessor resigned
this summer, I am the acting editor
until the Student Publications
B<•ard ~elects a permanent
r,-r:aLement lor him.
l'tior to being appointed acting
<ditor I was the news editor and the
:..ns editor. My career in journalism
1 cran here at the Lobo last January
"it h rericw~ nf classical music and
a1 t shows. Since then 1 have also
done some fr~elance writing for a
travel book for students which will
go to press this fall.
About three and a half years ago
I had the good sense to move to
New Mexico from Texas, where I
built houses and studied art at
Texas Tech University. Now I am
working on a BUS degree with
emphasis on clinical psychology.
As long as I am editor, all the
unsigned editorials on the editorial
page will come from my desk. The
editorials reflect my opinion or
analysis of events in the news and,
frequently, those of the other
editors. When other editors have
different opinions or want to write
about something that is of particular interest to them, you can
expect to find them expressed in a
column !>eparate from the usual
editorial.
If ' ou decide that we are all a
l•uncli of fools or if you agree with
us, write a letter to the editor
saymg so. We try to publish as
many letters to the editor as
possible, even when you disagree,
although we do have space
limitations and sometimes cannot
publish all the letters we get. When
we get lots ofletters on a particular
subject we usually pick those letters
that best represent the views expressed in all oi them.
The newsroom has been a bit
hectic this summer with all the staff
changes that have taken place, but
most of the wrinkles have been
ironed out and we are ready for
August 25 when the Lobo resumes

daily publication. All of us are
looking forwaro to the coming year
and hope that you will enjoy
reading the Lobo as much as we
enjoy working on it.

11 s2oo off Offer
Limited time only ssoo off 1
expires 9/8/80 A
.
t I

f

1 .

1

1 Shampoo, precision
I haircut & blow dry style.
Reg. $15

I

I

l

1

ny permanen 1
wave, frost or I
henna.
Reg. up to $3G 1

l

~-------------~--------------~

Unisex Hair Design Center
255-0166
262-1010
7804 Central SE
Between Wyoming and Louisiana

~
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The International Program also
has a co-operation arrangement
with the University of Kansas and
the Univerisity of Coloraoo exchange programs. This enables

Slavin saio that it is a good idea
for students anticipating foreign
stuoies to begin by selecting a
country and then stuoy its culture,
language and history. Students
should also consult their college to
ensure that the foreign credits will
I'C applicable toward their oegrcc,

,-------------Coupon-----...--------.

}

.•

International Programs also
administers
the
prestigious
Fulbright Grant. A Fulbright
<andidate must l·e a senior or
g1 actuate ~tudent, have a grade
peint average of 3.4 or better and
have a project or ~pecific goal in
mind when applymg for the grant.
International Programs screens
local candidates for national
corn petition.

Slavin also offers a seminar every
year in international studies for
students who wish to go into international affairs or stuoy abroad.
The class is offered in Political
Science,
Geography,
Business
Administration
and
other
departments as a 400 level class.

Who would go to a barber who charges $55 for a haircut? Paul Newman, Peter Lawford,
Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin, Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekel~ are just some
of the notables and celebrities who have their hair cut by Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can get your·hair cut with the Markham Style Innovator Method for
Sl5°0 {a lot less than $55). The Markham Style Innovator Method Shop listed below offers
you styling expertise and methods developed by Jim Markham In addition they're exclusive
sources of the much·wanted Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge yourself.

The Lobo is seeking writers for
its news reporting and . research
staff this fall. Well oeveloped
writing skills, which include good
style and grammar, are necessary.
Experience in journalism is
helpful, but not necessary.
Anyone interested in writing for
the Lobo should contact Ken Clark
or Linda Williams at the Lobo
office in. Marron Hall, Room 138 or

~
~

UNM was recently accepted by
the International Student Exchange
Program, baseo in Washighton
D.C. This is a pool of universities
and students
from different
countries which exchange students.
Slavin said that he will rccicvc more
information about the program
soon.

Direct admission into a foriegn
school is an option for students
wishing international studies. In
this case International Programs
cannot work as a liaison but can
advise in the academic and physical
preparation. There is a directory of
UNM faculty who have studieo or
taught abroad who can aovise
students about a particular country.

* our price $15.00

Writers Wanted

:1

UNM has a one-on-one exchange
program with the University of
Japan at Osaka and the University
of Guadalajara in Mexico. Every
year UNM exchanges one student
with each of these two universities
for the acedernic year. The exchange student is selected through a
committee set up by the appropriate
acaoemic department.

UNM stuoents to participate in the
exchange programs of those
universities in England, France,
Japan, Costa Rica and other
countries.

The * $55 Haircut

at277-56S6.

f
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New Computer Faculty
Will Relieve Overload
Three new faculty members will
join the University of New Mexico
computer science department at the
beginning of the fall semester.
Dr. Donald Morrison, department chairman, said the appointments of Drs. Benry D.
Shapiro, Michael J. Manthey and
Bernard M. Moret raises the
number of faculty members in the
department to 10.
"They will relieve the overload
we've had. We've been teaching
with a heavy overload for the past
year," said Morrison, who will be
succeeded as department chairperson Aug. 18 by Dr. Cleve Moler.
Shapiro, presently an adjunct
professor in the department, earned
his doctoral degree in computer
science in 1976 from the University
of Jllinois at Urbana-Champaign.
UNM campus police stationed themselves at all entrances to Scholes Hall Thursday following a He earned his master's degree in
bomb threat received by campus police and KUNM-FM radio station. See story on page A-2. mathematics in 1969 from Stanford
University and his bachelor's
(Photoby Ken Clark)
degree in 1968 from Johns Hopkins
University.
Shapiro has been a member of
the technical staff at Sandia
Laboratories since 1978. Previously
he was a member of the technical
staff at the com puler architecture
A record number of non-credit classes designed specifically for assure minimum enrollment for the department at the Sperry Research
children, including pUppetry , class.
da~scs will be offered during the
Bulletins with registration forms Center in Sudbury, Massachusetts.
1980 fall semester by the UNM patchwork and quilting, the classes
arc open to all adults, regardless of can be obtained at all bra.nches of
Community College.
Sponsored by the UNM Division their educational backgrounds, the Albuquerque Public Library or
of Continuing Education and who are interested in learning in a at the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community SerCommunity Services, the 277 non-competitive environment.
classes will cover ranging from toy
Most of the classes begin the vices, 80S Yale NE, 277-3751.
The deadline for registration is
A three day workshop on
making to private pilot ground week of Sept. 8.
For most classes there are no the first scheduled day of class, "Computer and Data Processing
school.
With the exception of some grades, transcripts or credits, space permitting. Registration may Essentials for Management" is
although certificates of completion be conducted in person at the being presented by the University of
division's offices, or by mail or New
Mexico
Management
are issued upon request.
Development Center (277-2525) in
Special registration hours from 8 telephone with major credit cards.
Do you qualify for
Special tuition rates are available Albuquerque, Sept. 9-11.
to 6 p.m. on weekdays and 9:30 to
I :30 p. m, ori Saturdays will be to persons 60 and over.
The purpose of the workshop will
More information can be ob- be to acquaint managers with
maintained through Sept. 5.
lt is important to register early to tained by calling or visiting the computer terminology and apguarantee a place in the class and to division's offices.
See story Page B-1
plications so more effective

UNM to Offer Community Classes

Be was also a high school
mathematics teacher for the Fairfax
County Public Schools in Virginia,
Manthey earned his doctoral and
master's degrees in computer
science from the State University of
New York (SUNY) in Buffalo. He
earned his bachelor's degree in
mathematics in 1966 from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Since 1978 he has served as
director of laboratories in the
computer science department at
SUNY. He was previously an
assistant professor of computer
science at the University of Aarhus,
Denmark. In 1969-70 he served as
a consultant to the U.S. Navy,
Moret earned his doctoral and
master's degrees in electrical
engineering this year at the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville. He also holds diplomas
from the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology and the City Gymnasium, both in Lausanne, Switzerland.
He served both as an instructor
and· research assistant at the
University of Tennessee. Since
September of 1979 he has worked
as a software consultant for Omega
Electronic of Bienne, Switzerland.

Computer Workshop Offered

FOOD
STAMPS?
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I~ Graduate Stu~:dnt Association

G'A Word Processer

;

OPENHOUSE

'

Wednesday, Sept. 1, 1980

!

9 a.m. · 4 p.m.
COFFEE. DONUTS • ALL WELCOME
~
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located in basement ol Student Union BuRdlng

~
~

~

~~~~"~"'~'V~~~~~~
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computer selection and implementation decisions can be
made, said John Warner, director
of the center.
The workshop will be taught by a
combination of university faculty
members as well as computer and
management practitioners. The
workshop will be held at the
Sheraton Old Town Inn.

UNITED
CAMPUS MINISTRY

*

DISCIPLES OF CBRIST
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CBURCB
UNITED PRESBYTEHIAN CBUHCH

PURPOSE:
To express God's love
among persons at UNM

GOALS:
• To help students discover their
vocation and meaning in life
• To provide programs & services
for and with UNM students
• At the United Ministries Center
you will find a concerned staff
and a friendly environment

PROGRAMS:
-La~t Lecture Series
-Short, time-limited, issueoriented programs
-Sunday night fellowship
·Mid-week social events
-Counseling- Social Action
-Retreats- Bible Study

WELCOME BACK BASH! FOOD,
LIVE MUSIC, VOLLEYBALL
All New and Returning Students

Carraro's Pizza &
ltalia11 Restaurant

Sunday, Sept. 7

5:30-?
1801 Las Lomas

108 Vassar, S.E.

EVERYBODY COME!

(Across from U.N.M.)

Staff:

"Try us for lunch and you'll

Place:

be back for dinner!"

Dr. Mark Rutledge, Director
Mr · Rex Stewart, Program Coordinator
United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas, NE
Phone: 247-0497

Watch LtJho for announcements of up-coming-events

•'

Driver Charged DWI
Causes Fender Bender

',il

-···-''-~'-····'~-'~-~--·-·-

Evening Classes
Available atUNM
More than ()00 late afternoon and
evening classes from all colleges
and most departments will be
available to the non-traditional
student this fall at UNM.
Non-traditional students are
people of any age who cannot
attend daytime classes because of
work, family or other obligations,
or are transfer or other students
who are returning to school after a
absence.
Graduate and undergraduate
courses for degree or non-degree
students at the regular tuition of
$28 per credit hour.
Grants, scholarships and loans
are available to non-traditional
students as well as career counseling,
student
orientation
programs and information sessions.
More information on these
classes can be obtained by calling
277-2446 or attending re-entry
information sessions on Thursdays
from I p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Office
of School Relations, 1716 Las
LomasN.E.

Children Offered
Class in Chinese
A Children's Chinese Language
class will be offered by UNM
International Programs and Services for the faa semester.
The class, which is open to all
children who are at least 6 years
old, will be conducted by Mrs.
Pearl Wu, lecturer in Chinese
language in the UNM department
of modern and classical languages.
Instruction will be conducted for
beginner, intermediate, and advanced students. Students will also
have the opportunity to participate
in other cultural activities including
songs, arts and crafts, and movies.
'fhe class is scheduled to meet
from 2 to 4 p.m. for 12 consecutive
Sundays beginning Sept. 7 and
continuing through Nov. 23. The
classes will meet in Room 215 of
Ortega Hall.
Class registration is scheduled
from 2:30 to 4 p.m. Aug. 24 in
Room 215, Ortega Hall. Late
registrations will be accepted on the
first day of class from I to 2 p.m.
The registration fee is $20 per
child. The fee for families who
register two children is $35 and $10
for each additional child.
An additional fee of $1 will be
charged for a Chinese cooking
event that will be conducted at the
end of the semester.
Books wll be provided.

--
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This tour car fender-bender occurred Friday afternoon at the intersection of University and central.
At fault was Paul Gregerson (above left- in handcuffs), whose white pick-up truck slammed into
the back of one car, creating the chain reaction. Gregerson was charged with DWI and careless
driving. (Photos by Dick Kettlewell)

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE
POLICY!

READ

OUR

RETURNS

1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 20.
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased.
4. You must have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS are Bam to Spm
weekdays,
and 9am to lpm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 25 open Bam to 7pm
Tuesday, August 26 open Bam to 7pm
It really is easier to shop later if
you plan to be on campus in the evening.

UNM
BOOKSTORE
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World News

by United Press International

Soviets Increase Navy
! nndnn

The USSR is
nwuntinJ!
th~
hugest ship
butldtng pll'!!ram of the ~entur~·
and \\c>uld h;t\C a '>Ul"tantial

oh.hanlltl!e in a '-.Ca

v.~w.

the primary arms ;upported by
>urface and amphibious for..:e.,," Jane'.\ ;,aid, "the balance
1\ t1\IId l'e he a' ily "eig.hted to the
'ide Clf the So\ iet navy."

~aid

.fun<'\ ll~hllfl!!. Shtp.<, :~dding
tlJ,H the thr~al ,,r cl\Cr\\hclming

Jane's 'aid the Soviets'
prc,ent ,uhmarine force includes
~o nudear po11ered \cssels with
halli,tk
mhsile
s·apabilities
ranging from 100-4,800 mile;.
"Thirt)-t\IO of the;e submarines
-:an fire from 11ithin Soviet
home 11 atcrs and reach targ.ets
throughout
the
northern
hemisphere. it said,"
·1 he United States currently
has 41 nuclear missile submarines- most of them nearing
ob~>olescen~e
with seven
others presently being built.

"''' j,•t na' a I -trcngth \H11tld he
ll,uj :,, mat•h and that Cuha h
,t!"' itl\<>h~J 111 a 'uhmarinc
t'ui!dlnf J'fl'!!ram.
I he \\atlllllJ!'> came in the
h>r<'" end hl the I 'l~lH\1 edition
l'' Jan••'.< ~dth'r, Cupt. John E.
\h><lrc, a fmmcr deputy dl!ef of
Brtti'h nav,tl intdhgence.
J,mc '< 'uid the Sovieh, "ho
prc,entl) haw no larg.e aircraft
.:amcr,, reportedly are building
,lt lea't one and poS>ibly four
pant
"5.000-wn
nudear
!'<"' crcd ,·arrier> t<1 .;ha\lenge the
t 'nited State,' four acthe and
•>nc planned nudear powered

"\\'ith the increasing strength
of the Soviet surfac·e and
mhmarine fleets, the na\ies
opposed to those of the Warsaw
Pa..:t would be severely stret.:hed," Jane 'Haid.
It recalled that the ratio of
tour allied escorts to one !'<azi
'uhmarine in 1939 at the outt>reak of World War II resulted
in the loss of about ~0 merchant
-.hips a month .
"The .:urrent ratio of Jess. than
three 10 one," it said, "could
1\ ell res.ult in far g.reater losses."
Jane's also said Cuba has
emt>arked on a submarine
building program and is
a.:quiring more missile craft.
''This," it s.aid, •'means that a
gro"ing force closely allied with
the Soviet Cnion is in being at
the side of many \ita! American
shipping routes."

~.·arr1cr ...

Jane\ qiJ the So,ict' abo are
t;uilding abcn!l Ill .,uhmarine> a
\ear and are .. ,,ell launched''
Jill<' cc>n,truction of four da;,ses
"'t aui""t!r .. rangtng. from 1"\000l<>n ~If<" ..:1<1'-' b<lttle .:ruher> to
J 11~11 de>ign of ~.6tXl-wn light
.:rui;,crs.
"fhe re>uh of the largeSl
naval and mercantile peacetime
l'uildm[! pmgram of the .:entun," :VIoore 'aid in his
ft1f~lll'rd, "ha' provided the
Soviet l'nion with a ma.<si1e
fnr.:e far be~ ond the needs 0f
clcfcn~c
of the So,iet sea
fn.,ntier~."

"If pea.:etime operations 11 ere
to e;,.:alate to a war at sea ...
using submarines and aircraft as

Plans Made For Reactor Clean Up
HARRISBURG, Pa. - Three Alert to appear because of
Mile Island (TMI) Unit 1 reactor "considerable public interest" in
was shut dC'wn for refueling when the restart.
The meeting was called to clarify
its twin, Unit 2, suffered the worst
issues
and designate intervenors for
nuclear plant accident in the
nation's history on March 28, 1979. evidentiary hearings to be held this
:V1etropolitan Edison Co. 11·ants to falL After those hearings are held,
re>tart L'nit l, but opponents of the the panel will issue a recommendation to the full Nuclear
re~tart contend that lack of concern
for safety and shoddy management Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
by Metiopolitan Edison Co. have a final decision on the restart.
Also, in a draft environmental
made operation of Unit I risky.
At a recent meeting of the impact statement (DEJS) on
Atomic: Safety and Licensing Board deanup operations, NRC staff
.:hairman Ivan Smith reprimanded experts said nuclear waste from
T!\11 Alert members for not being TM!-2, including solid radioactive
more specific j,, their charges. waste and the damaged nuclear
"You have not provided enough core, could be transported to a
information to your adversary to nuclear dump site in Hanford,
enable it to answer your con- Wash. in from 660 to I ,700 trucks
tentions,"
Smith told them. routed along interstate highways in
"You're going to have to come up the northern tier of states with a
slight risk of radiation doses to
with your case."
Ho\\ever, the anti-nuclear people along the shipping routes
representatives were told they could and possibly some adverse social
present evidence on alleged and economic effects.
The DEIS said contaminated
irregular maintenance practices at
liquids from TMI-2 could be
the nuclear plant .
Smith said he "as allowing T!\11 cleansed, diluted and discharged

into the Susquehanna and still
satisfy Environmental Protection
Agency interim drinking water
standards, but emphasized that the
river release was only one disposal
alternative and that only the
commission could make the final
decision.
"We are not saying, 'Yes, we are
going to dump w~ste into the river.'
That's obviously a very serious
subject," said Bernard Snyder,
program director of the TMI
program office in the agency's
office of nuclear reactor regulation.
The report said that further
nuclear accidents during the
cleanup operation were "highly
unlikely."
Commissioner Joseph Hendrie
said the cleanup should be done as
quickly as safety measures permit
and noted the report lacked any
cleanup cost estimate. But he
added, "I don't know if it costs $1
billion or $2 billion that it makes
much of a damn. You have to clean
it up."

Executions Found to Increase Homicides
BOSTON - Capital punishment
increases the number of homicides
committed shortly after the
execution of criminals, twa Northeastern l'ni.-ersit)· sociologists
;ay,
"We found that in the month
after an execution there was an
a\erage of two additional
homicides over the normal rate."
William J. Bowers and Glenn l.
Pierce said Tuesday. Execution;
hal'e a brutalizing effect on un-

stable indi\iduals, the researchers "uneducated, impoverished misfits
said, and do not deter potential who have committed cruel or
Killers.
cowardly acts without provocation
"It is precisely for such people or remorse," he said,
that an execution may convey the
''Will
calculating
potential
message of lethal vengeance, The murderers identify with them or
deterrence theory behind capital infer that the death penalty is
punishment assumes the potential reserved as punishment for people
offenders
exercise
rational unlike themselves?" he asked.
judgment in deciding whether or
The researchers based their
not to Kill," Bowers said.
findings on records of 695
Murderers who are eventually I executions conducted in New York
executed
generally
are state between 1907 and 1963.

Kennedy Knocked Out, Other Candidates on Convention
Carter is Renominated
At the Democratic Convention
last week Senator Edward Kennedy
finally admitted defeat after a
show-down on rules binding
delegates to the canidate they were
chosen to support.
After the attempt by Kennedy to
free disenchanted Carter delegates
failed, Kennedy settled for Carter
acceptance of a 12 billion dollar
jobs program plank.
Kennedy made a dramatic plea
for party unity in a rafter-rattling
speech to the convention Tuesday
night, but stopped short of endorsing Carter. After Carter's
personal acceptance of the jobs
plank Kennedy pledged his support.
Carter launched his campaign on
the sidewalks of New York with a
lashing attack on Reagan, who
leads him by 20 percentage points in
a Louis Harris poll released last
week.
"They would make Social
Security voluntary, they would
reverse our progress on the
minimun wage, full employment
laws, safety in the work place and a
healthy environment," Carter said.
Three debates between the
canidates have already been
scheduled by the League of Women
Voters. If Carter has his way there
could be another three more
sponsored by other groups.

A survey showed that Carter has
to achieve three major objectives to
win: create a quick and dramatic
improvement in the economy, with
the accent on increased employment, gain the release of the
American hostages in Iran and win
the active support of Kennedy
supporters.
The president told the Democrats
that he is proud to run on "the
sound and progressive platform"
voted by the party.
Saying there is a "stark choice"
between himself and Reagan, the
president outlined a harsh antiReagan, anticonservative,
antiRepublican theme he hopes will
bring him from far behind in the
polls to victory in November.
One was of peace and prosperity
under the Democrats. The other
"risks" confrontation, poverty,
despair,
d:scrimination and
surrender under the Republicans,
he said.
Adopting parts of the liberal
economic proposal that Kennedy
pushed through the convention,
Carter pledged an program that
would
''move
America
simultaneously toward• our five
great economic goals - lower
inflation,
better
productivity,
revitalization of American industry, energy security and jobs."

Ronald Reagan said Thursday
he was impressed by the delivery
of Sen. Edward Kennedy's
speech to the Democratic
National Convention, but
described its contents as
''demagoguery.''

The
former
California
governor has reportedly spent
most of the week at his Santa
Barbara ranch riding horses,
clearing trails and splitting
firewood for the winter.
Edmund G. Brown Jr.issued a

Budget:Opposes cutting social
programs to balance the federal
budget.
Jobs: Proposes a $12 billion jobcreation program and says jobs are
"our single highest domestic
priority"
Labor:Urges repeal of Section
14-B of the Taft-Hartley Act which
allows states to enact "right to
work" laws.
Health:Proposes
a
national
health insurance plan.
Draft:Draft registration should
only be used to enable the military
to mobilize more rapidly in the
event of an emergency.
Equal Rights:The Democratic
party shall withhold support from

ers ••pert In their I eld.
• Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any ot our
over 80 centers.

•

candidates who oppose the Equal
Rights Amendment.

safety requirements for all nuclear
plants. Supports the right of states
to reject the location of nuclear
waste disposal sites within their
borders.

Abortion:Supports
Medicaid
funding of abortions and opposes
any constitutional amendment to
ban abortion.

Elections:Supports
public
financing of congressional elections, lower contribution limits for
political action committees, and
simplified voter registration.

Environment:Opposes authority
for federal agencies to override
environmental
or
safety
regulations.
Energy:Commits the party to a
strong solar energy program • Calls
for a moratorium on major oil
companies buying competing coal
or solar energy companies.
Nuclear: Calls for retiring nuclear
power plants as alternate fuels
become available, and for strict

Defensc:Supports deployment of
the MX missile, the Trident submarine and the Cruise Missile.
Strengthen NATO. Increase
defense spending by 3 percent per
year.
Iran:Condemns Iran for the
taking of American hostages.

of

THE TUCKER ROOM

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT • PCAT • OGAT • VAT
TOEFL • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • NLE

l ~J.R'
TEST PREI'IfiRATION
SPECIALISTS S.WCE 1938

277-2608

now open from 7:30am to 5:30pm daily
at the

Can Oars. Eves & Weekends

127 Jefferson NE

265·2524

UNM South Golf Course

;or IMorm111Cn ~bout O!htt Cenltfs
Dutsld1 NY Slatt

CALL TOLL fREE:

800·223·1782
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Watch for our weekly
specials on
Levis® jeans
A great savings place for
UNM students to shop
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SNACK BAR SPF£1ALTIES
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• Enjoy our SALAD BAR while viewing downtown and the
South Valley from high above the Rio Grande.

Tremendous savings
for
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"One interesting thing about
the senator's statement was that
the imperative was not the reelection of Jimmy Carter; it was
the defeat of Ronald Reagan,"
Independent
canid:~te
John
Anderson said. ''Now that can
be accomplished by my election."

GRAND OPENING

lessons.

Pass Sales will be in the
.. of tHt UNM SUP from 9AM to
"'4PMon Augttst 21, 2), '25, 26, 27
and 28,1980:
Semester Pass" ............ $36.00
Commuter Pass
calendar month) $1 3.00

President Carter's
of a $!2 billion jobs
program Wednesday as the price
for a show of unity at the
convention.

The University of New Mexico
would like to invite you to the
constantly updated br, research·

•

demanded

accept~nce

Democrats Reach Agreement on Platform

• Voluminous home-study materials

..

plea for Democratic Party unity,
saying President Carter ''needs
us as we need him."
''Even if the American people
give Ronald Reagan his KempRoth tax cuts, his nuclear
bombs, his breeder reactors, and
his superiority over Russian
imperialism, I say it will be
verbal cellophane and an empty
symbol wnen marshalled against
the ou !raged enmity of the
emerging I billion hungry
people."
Sen.
Edward
Kennedy

Colo . .: ' - " ' " " '

3636 Menaul N E
just east
of Carlisle
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• Your second person dines for 1/2 price with this ad
.. • Private group catering from $75.00
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Enjoy a comfortable change
• at campus prices you'll be back. ,.. .~~
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Bicycle Co-op Teaches
Finer Art of Mechanics

Lobogate ln1pacts Spread to State High Schools
Robert Sanchez
When irregularities in the athletic
department at UNM were exposed
to the re.1t of the country, university
aflcr university bared its "athletic
problems" to federal and National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NC 'AA) investigators.
The universities were forced to
dean up their act, but the damage
was already done.
UN M' s
reputation was badly damaged and
new coaches were hired.
The athletes, however, suffered
the most. Many athletes were
declared ineligible and the ones who
rrmai ned d igiblc, depending on the
N('AA punhhment, may never be
allowed to win a championship.
Docs the damage stop at the
college level'/ The Lobo wanted to
f'ind out how the high schools in
New Mexico were affected. Athletic
directors and coaches were interviewed from various high
,chools in New Mexico to sec just
what their stand is about the
problems at UNM.
.Joe Armijo, athletic director at
Albuquerque Academy High
School;
J.cbo· Concerning the past
irregularities of the athletic
department at UNM, would you
recommend the university to your
high school athletes for collegiate
athletics, and why?
Armijo· I .~urely would recommend

it. What happened has not turned you're going to have 1,000 different
me against the University. As far as opinions."
I'm concerned, what happened
Jim Hulsman, athletic director
could happen to anybody. I've
and head basketball coach at
always had high values at UNM and
Albuquerque High School:
I would not change my opinion.
Lobo· Concerning the past
J,obo· In your opinion, what is a
irr.egularities of the athletic
coach's jol:l, his duty to his athletes
department at UNM, would you
or school?
recommend the University to your
Armijo· A. job to both. He (the
high school athletes for collegiate
coach) has made that kid part of his
athletics, and why?
life. The kid has come to do two
Hulsman- I would not (recommend
things - academics and athletics.
UNM) for one reason only at this
You (the coach) have to see all the
time. What is the NCAA going to
team receive their degree. 1 don't
do to UNM concerning the
call it babysitting, I call it loyalty.
irregularities? A decision one way
Lobo- Do college coaches have or the other would help lighten the
loyalty?
situation. Take an example, if
Armijo- I don't think so. The U NM got a one-year probation, it
college coach says, "I have to make
would be over by the time my high
money," and so some athletes have school athletes graduated; if UNM
to come back another year or more
got a fiw-year probation, a
to get a degree.
superstar athlete cannot really play
J,obo· What are the main dif·
in the finals.
fcrenccs between high school and
collegiate athletics?
Lobo· In your opinion, what is a
Armijo· Winning, You don't make coach's job, his duty to his athletes
it as a coach if you don't win. or school?
Athletes have to be exposed to the Hulsman- The first thing you (the
pros. That's why I would never coach) have to honor is the inwant to be a college coach. People stitution you work for. You have to
don't judge an athlete by his have loyalty to the people you're
academic achievements. What you working for.
do in the classroom is between you,
Then it's up to me to recruit
the teacher, and 20 or more young men who will live according
students. What you do on the field to the program athletically and
is between you, the team, and academically. No matter what I do
everybody else that's watching. If it is up to me to help the young man
there arc I ,000 people watching, become a student athlete. A coach

should teach a couple of classes a
day so as not to lose touch with the
rest of the campus.
Lobo- What are the main dif·
ferences between high school and
collegiate athletics?
Hulsman- Emphasis to win. Win at
all costs. A coach's job at the
university level depends on whether
or not he wins. In a classroom, no
one sees you perform. In athletics,
you perform in front of thousands
of people.
Jimmy J •Jarez, athletic director
at Cibola High School in
Albuqueque:
Lobo- What are the main differences between high school and
collegiate athletics?
Juarez- There is a choice in high
school. An athlete has several
sports to compete in. It's still
mainly for fun with a lot of social
life added. College is a business. A
coach has to win to keep his job.
It's no longer for fun,
Lobo· In your opinion, what is a
coach's job, his duty to his athletes
or school?
Juarez- A coach has to be sure his
athletes are student athletes,
whether
they'll be collegiate
athletes or not. A coach has to
work with him and increase his
potential and guide him in the
classroom as well as on the field.
Clyde Faucett, athletic director at
Santa Fe High School:

Lobo- In your opinion, what is a
coach's job, his duty to his athletes
or school?
Faucett- It depends on what the
coach was hired for. One of the
conditions that he was hired was to
win. It )las gone on all over.
Lobo- On the college !~,:vel athletics,
is the pressure on the athletes or the
coaches?
Faucett- Athletes at UNM could
care less about going to school, they
just have the pros in their eyes.
Obviously, there are going to be
tremendous pressures on the
athletes.
Howard Anderson, head football
coach, Del Norte High School,
Albuquerque:
Lobo- In your opinion, what is a
coach's job, his duty to his athletes
or school?
Anderson- Athletes have entrusted
a lot to us (coaches). The coach's
responsibility does not stop after he
walks off the field. He needs I 00
percent athletes graduating. A
coach needs to help maintain the
athlete's GPA.
Lobo- What is the main difference
between high school and college
athletics?
Anderson- The level of athletics.
The degree and intensity of
competition. Kids start in YAFL,
go to mid-school, high school, then
to college and finally to pros. It's a
more elite level,

6307 Menaul Blvd., N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
881-5223

For the Finest in
Backcountry Equipment
7303Montgomery Executive North Apartments

A tradition In Qualltv
Outdoor Equipment
Specializing in:
Backpacking
Mountaineering
X-C Skiing
Clothing and Equipment
Sales-Service-Rentals

Unisex Hairstyling
Summer Specials
Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF

J, Chavez
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The Albuquerque Bicycle Co-op
is a member owned bike shop
located at the Alternative
Community Center, 106 Girard
S.E. in Room ll9.
A $2 annual membership fee
allows use of the shop and tools for
$1.50 per hour. The staff will
instruct in the finer art of bicycle
mechanics for $2.50 per hour.
The co-op is staffed by Steven
Griego, who does the mechanical
work and Marshall Kovitz, who is
in charge of ordering,
The co-op stocks a full line of
parts. Members get a 10 per cent
discount on all .in-stock parts and
10 per cent above wholesale cost on
specially ordered parts,
In addition to parts, the co-op
sells new bikes, With the pur.chase
of a new bike, the buyer is entitled
to one year of free tune-ups or one
year
of
bicycle-maintance
instruction and access to shop tools

Kiska Dismissed
In Policy Dispute
continued from page A-2
"recommendations as to how this
station should be directed and
structured so as to prevent any
reoccurrence of episodes that would
be offensive to our listening
audience."
Kiska said he is undecided about
taking further action regarding his
dismissal from KUNM.
The
question
of
the
administration's involvement in
KUNM policy and procedures has
been placed on the agenda of the
Radio Board meeting to be held on
August 19 at 7 p.m. in the Roberts
Room ·Of Scholes Hall. The public
is invited to attend.

free.
The
free instruction
"encourages people to learn how to
take care of their bicycles," Kovitz
said.
The bike co-op, which boasts a
membership of 700 to SOO,is
catching on in Albuquerque. Kovitz
said,
"We've been
pretty
successful. Even beginners with
slight capability for tools can be
taught to work on their bikes."
Albuquerque's climate makes for
ideal bicycle cemmuting year
round. There are only a dozen or so
days the weather prohibits bike
riding, Kovitz said.
However, motorists and even
police subtract fromAlbuquerque's
ideal bike riding conditions, Kovitz
said.
"Motorists here are just a little
more discourteous than in other
cities." But the problem does not
stop with motorists. Kovitz said he
thinks the police are not aware of
city ordinances which give bikes the
same rights as motor vehicles.
"Most police are ignorant of city
laws pertaining to bikes. They view
them as anything but legitimate
vehicles."
Bicycle saftey is a two-way street,
Kovitz said. The bicyclist has to
take biking seriously, which means
obeying all traffic laws, or riding a
bike like one would drive a car.
"We, the serious riders, would
like to see the police cite the
bicyclists who break the laws. They
are a bad example for the serious
rider."
Night riding requires special
equipment. Kovitz said that often
the racing-type cyclist will sacrifice
lights and generators for speed.
Kovitz strongly recommends that
riders use an active lighting system-one that makes him visible to cars.
Kovitz said he has never seen a
bike that was too safe.

Sometimes it makes no d/fterence how sate your bike Is or careful you are as UNM senior Tomas
White learned when he was hit by a passing truck. White was lucky- only his bike was damaged.

University of New Mexico

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
1815 La~ LomasN.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Staffed by members of the
Order of Preachers (Dominicans)
Area Code 505 Phone 247-1094

(regu Ia r Si 3° 0.S170D)

WELCOME TO AQUINAS NEWMAN CENTER

Perms •.....••. s2soc

Catholic Student Center at U.N.M.

(regu Ia r s3250·S40°0)

Fatso's Subs
Breakfast
lunch
Dinner
Pasta Dishes

MASSES:

Debi or Linda or Kathleen
at 884-8350 appointments
preferred

Offer good with coupon only

A great place to eat!

Expires Sept. 6, 1980

Daily: 4:30p.m.
Weekends:
Saturday: 4:30p.m.
Sunday: 8:00,9:15,10:30, 11:45 a.m.
WednesdayStudentMass: 9:00p.m.

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILICA TION

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
Bam-2:30pm

I Nobody can do it like
I McDonald's can,M00..d1S
IMCJonat
I

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

Saturday: 3:30
or by appointment
Monthly Penance Service : First Saturday of Month 3: 15 p.m.
Monthly Anointing Service : First Friday of Month at Mass
SNACK BAR Mon- Fri 9:30-1:45p.m.

COUNSELLING: by appointment
WEEKEND RETREATS
LIBRARY, STUDY ROOM
MEDITATION CHAPEL
CLASSES:

Tho~e

interested in !win~ matried at the Newman Center mnst
he members of the Ct'rltcr and complete a three month marriap;e
preparation process. Pleast' cheek far in ad\'ance for setting a
,.,·cddin~ date.
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of bacon, green chile, hash
browns, rolled in a flour tor·
till a
cheese
30' extra

Any Style

Breakfast
2 any style eggs, 2 strips of
bacon, potatoes, toast
chile
30' e)(tra

Breakfast served 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

2206 Central SE

STAFF:

li

with a slice of cheese on an
onion roll

$115

2 scrambled eggs, 2 strips

Saeramcnt of Marriage:

1

I

Scrambled Egg, Potatoes,
Green Chile, rolled in a flour
tortilla
Bacon or cheese
301 e)(fra

Ham&Egg
Sandwich

Big Breakfast
Burrito

Scripture
Prayer
Inquiry class
Christian Communication
Social Justice ·
Morality

Rev. Tony Romero, O.P.
Rev. Mr. Don Bruckner
Bro. Paschal Hunt, O.P.

·--------------------~

Small Breakfast
Burrito

,•

"" ;-•

.......

,, l

Rev. Ron Kreul, 0 .P,
Sr. Amata Dawson, O.P.

255-3696
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Enter our "Ask us about HP" contest.

HP-41 C!
A $295.00 Value

Ask us about HP! Ask how to be a winner! Discover what
thousands of professional winners already know ... HewlettPackard caculators with their elegantly simple RPN logic system
deliver fast and easy solutions to daily professional problems.
And HP's RPN can make you a winner too. Prove it to yourself.
Just come in and enter the "ASK ME ABOUT HP" CONTEST.
You'll discover the stunning simplicity and accuracy of RPN
logic ... and yours might be a winning entry.

~

S3195
Tl55

regular '4000

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO ENTER. WINNER NEED NOT BE
PRESENT. DRAWING AUGUST 28 AT HOLMAN'S.

S3495

Ask Friends. Ask Professionals.
Ask OS About HP!

S!imline LCD
calculator with
statistics and
constant memory
60 Calculator Functions,
2 Memories, and
Statistical Functions

regular '150''

Powerful Discount Gash
Flow Analysis, 20 Ad·
dressable Storage
Registers, 99 Lines of Pro·
gramming, 5 Financial
Memories, Statistics

sgges

S26550

TI58C

HP·41C

Advanced
programmable
caculator with
solid state
software library

regularl130"

regular '295°0

Advanced financial
programmable with
continous memory

10 User"Accessible
Memories, Powerful
Statistical Capability,
8 Commonly Used
Conversions, Keyboard
Programming with
up to 32 steps

regular '40°0

PACKARD
HP·38C

Advanced sliderule caculator with
statistics

Tl50

HEWLETT

S13450

L!

Now is the time to get
all the calculator you need.

Be a Winner ...
Win a FREE

SCHO

EBACKT

Alphanumeric full
performance programmable with
continous memory

s1ges
Tl BA·1
regular 52500

Up To 400 Lines of Program
Memory, expandable up to
2,000 lines, 130 Built In
Functions, 63 Registers of
Data Storage

Business/Financial
caculator
Bright 8-digit LED Display,
Amortization, Depreciation,
Annuities, Percentages

Up To 480 Program
Steps, UpTo60 Mem"
aries, Bright 12-Character LED Display, 10
User Defined Label Keys

ssgso
HP-32E
regular 170"

S24995

Scientific with statistics.
9 User Storage Registers, 6 Statistical
Storage Registers, Solves For TwoVariable Means and Standard Deviations, and Linear Regression

S12750

August 2Sth both
H p & Tl repr~sentatives
will be in aur store
to demonstra~e and help
you selecUhe best
calculator for you.
Holman's is the place
tor answers and
technical assistance.

sgaso

HP·34C

HP·33C

regular'150°'

Advanced programmable scientific
with continous
memory
UpTo370 Programmable
Key Strokes, Label and
Indirect Branching,
6 Subroutine Levels,
12 Lables, New "Solve"
Key, New "Integrate" Key

regular'110"

programmable scientific
with continous memory
49 Lines of Fully Merged Keycodes.
8 User Memories, Editing Keys,
Conditional Keys

ssaso
HP-37E
Solves For PV, FV, i, n, pmt, 7 User
Stor.age Registers, 5 Financial Storage
Reg1sters, Calculates Amortization
Schedules and Compound
Interest Problems

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:30
SAT. s:ao-4:30

Holma~'s

is the place for answer's
and technical assistance.

Mt. Buddy Greene
HP Field Engineer
Mr. Scott Anderson
Regional staff Engineer

regular 1 300 00

TI30·SP
reg uIar 5 22°0

Student slide-rule caculator
and book combination
8 Digit LED Display, Trig Functions, and
Scientific Notation

s1ges
TI35·SP
regular '25°0

Student slimline LCD slide-rule
cacu Ia tor with constant
memory feature

regular 175 00

Business

Tl59

S1495

Versatile and economical, 8 digit LCD
Display, Trig Functions, and Statistics

· Mr. John Ebbing house
~ Tl Sales Representative

Advanced
programmable
caculator with
solid state
software library
and magnetic card
storage
Up To 960 Program
Steps, UpTo100
Memories, Magnetic
Cards to record your personal programs, optional plug-in library
modules available

Special sale prices are
student net prices!
Subject to product availability
and 4% sales tax.
Sale ends September 30th, 1980

401 WYOMING

• Engineering & Drafting Supplies • Technical &
Medical Books • Complete drafting kits for
Engineering 112 • Maps and more. •

·265-7981
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VISA

MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Arts
Carlos Santana to Play
At Sports Stadium
Rob Griffin
Arts Editor

The rock group Santana is
scheduled to headline the star
studded Stadium Jam '80 which is
to take place at the Albuquerque
Sports Stadium on Sunday, August
31.

Carlos Devadip Santana, the
leader, founder and chief motivator
of Santana has been a standout on
the pop music circuit for over a
decade.
l n a time when commerc.ialization is the trend rock 'n
roll, this San Francisco native has
managed to keep his sounds pure
and uplifting much the way they
were in late 60's.
Having musical roots from that
time, and having grown up around
San Fransico's Mission District,
Santana found a strong reservoir of
musical ideaologies to tap. That
place and time delivered, besides
Santana, Country Joe and the Fish,
Steve Miller, Jefferson Starship
(Airplane),
Moby
Grape,
Quicksilver MessP.nger Service and
many many more.
By commanding a grasp on those
turbulent years' currents, and
adding his influence as the years
pass, Carlos remains one of the
most viable pop musicians on tour
and cutting albums. People still fill
concert halls and stadiums to see
and hear him play.
When asked recently in an interview why he still has the quiet

.,

success he does, Santana said it was
the "cry" of his guitar. In other
words that undefinable style that
sets m'usicians of such high caliber
apart from others. And that style,
the "cry," is Santana. It comes
through so strongly in all his efforts, those searching, long-held
notes.
There was a time, however, when
a new found spiritualism, which
dilivered him from an incredibly
whirlwind and drug-filled lifestyle,
led him away from the kind of
music that sells millions of albums.
He was doing totally what he
wanted to do but commercial
success started eluding him. His
moment of truth arrived, and he
veered his music to connect with the
desires of the huge record buying
public.
Music, or more specifically his
emotional guitar work, is a matter
of degree to Carlos Santana. The
"crying" could be much the way it
was on his only solo album
Oneness-Silver
Dreams-Golden
Reality,a
drive
toward
enlightenemt. This would be to the
high degree that corresponds to his
faith in life. Or his sounds could
remain at a level that the millions of
rock and rollers listen to.
Though his music is not always
where he wants it, there is consolation for him because Santana
feels that those "cries" are physical
happenings that reflect a desire for
enlightenment no matter what level
they're on.

Carlos Devadid Santana reaches for the highest limits.

EE!
[BFISHER

DePalma Film Lacks A Little
Chore Kessinger

Carlos Santana and friends

Turn of Century Photographs Published
Mexico Historical Review, a
quarterly journal edited and
published by the University of New
Mexico.
In an article on "Pictorial
Albuquerque (1880-1910) In the
Albuquerque Museum PhotoarIn the Faculty Art Exhibit article in chive," author Robert K. Dauner,
museum's
photoarchivist,
the Aug, 7 issue of the Lobo the
William Lindemann's name was includes 15 pictures from the
spelled incorrectly. The Lobo Albuquerque's past.
The photographs, "selected from
regrets the error •

Historic pictures of Albuquerque
made available by the Albuquerque
Museum Photoarchive are incuded
in the latest issue of the New

the more popular images in the
archive, represent the cultural
changes and continuities that
characterized Albuquerque in the
three decades or so following the
arrival of the railroad in 1880,"
wrote the authors.
More information about the New
Mexico Historical Review can be
obtained by contacting its offices in
Room 1013, Mesa Vista Hall, UNM
8713).

Dressed to Kill, starring Angie
Dickenson and Michael Caine,
parallels Hitchcock's Psycho, but
DePalma's direction lacks the
polish of his predecessor.
DePalma does deliver deliciously
constructed
tracking spots,
however, reminiscent of Hitchcock
but with DePalma's own style and
predilections. The scene in which
Angie Dickenson meets a handsome
stranger in an art gallery is worth
the price of admission. Dickenson,
a lonely matron, is found sitting
before a painting, observing it and
the people around her. Everyone
seems preoccupied by sex - the
nuzzling teenagers, the lascivious
older man. Suddenly, a handsome,
sunglasscd, rather cosmopolitan
man sits down next to her and she
tries to catch his eye. He smiles, but
seems elusively unwilling to get
acquainted. He jumps up as
suddenly as he sat down and strides
across the room. Dickenson follows
him, determined to meet him, and
her taut, uncertain face as the
camera tracks her movements adds
suspense and shows the touch of the
mastery in DePalma's work. Her
barely controlled nervous energy
contrasts with the relaxed, sure
style of the stranger. She follows
him, he follows her, they lose each
other, until the scene becomes
almost a statement on the eternal
chase of man after woman, woman
after man.
But the script ultimately falls
short of the neat little plot of
Psycho, and the mysterious
stranger is only a red herring and
has nothing to do with the killing.
It is a little known fact that the
shower scene in Psycho contains
not one shot of a knife actually

breaking the skin of the victim. Not
so in Dressed to Kill. The murderer,
who appears to be a man dressed in
women's clothes wearng a blond
wig, carries a straight razor and she
is indeed deadly with it. The scene
in which Dickenson is murdered in
an elevator is fairly grisly, with
blood splattering everywhere. And
although
DePalma
creates
suspense, it is not the controlled,
steady build-up of Hitchcock, but a
more random and frenzied approach that seems to break down in
crucial scenes where more focus is
needed. The scene in which the
killer's identity is revealed is anticlimactic when compared to the
suspense of other scenes.
There arc similarities in the plots
of both movies - the heroine is
brutally killed within the first third
of the film. Both directors portray
the police as uncomprehending and
ineffectual. Both killers channel
their vicious sides into a woman's
identity and do their murders in a
wig and dress. But unlike Psycho,
Dressed to Kill never explains why
the killer, Bobbie, became a
psychopath.
Angie Dickenson is very good as
the housewife looking for
reassurance, and Michael Cane is
credible as psychiatrist Dr. Elliot.
Nancy Allen is good as the high
priced but easygoing call-girl with
nerve.
One of the best things about the
film, however flawed, is the way
DePalma reads his characters,
giving them to us without embellishment, with action rather than
words, so that when the movie is
over one is left with the sense of
having met three individuals. Brian
DePalma is a director worth
watching, though Dressed to Kill
cannot be called his masterpiece.

l31uczprint Inc.
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262-2046

SPEAKERS

$23999
COMPLETE SYSTEM

COMPlETE SYSTEM

$29999
COMPlETE SYSTEM

...... TURNTABLE
w~w with cartridge
With any receiver
purchased!

COME TO
LAFAYETTE
AUDIO·VI
FOR HIGHEST
QUALITY AND LOWEST
PRICE IN TOWN !

ALVIN I Space- saver drafting table
24 x 36 Reg. Price $87.00
31 x 42 Reg. Price $97.00

On Sale $65.00
On Sale $75.00

15% OFF ON ALL DRAFTING SUPPLIES
ENGINEERING STUDENTS
ARCHITECTURE
&
Instead of doing all your work this year on the kitchen table, why not buy a new drafting
table from Mesa Blueprint. We are having our annual Back To School Sale and have some
excellent bargins. Come on up to our new store on Lomas and check us out.

PICKETT I Fairfied drafting table
24 x 36 Reg. Price $120.00
31 x 42 Reg. Price $130.00

LIMITED QUANTITIES· SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION !

On Sale $86.00
On Sale $96.00

coupon good through 12131180

drafting table quantities limited
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Arts

'80-'81 Theatre Arts Program Ensures Diversity
J,eslie Donovan

opens the season Oct. 14-18 with a
theatre arts senior production
directed by theatre arts professor
Dr. Robert Hartung.
Ustinov's play will also be
UNM's entry in the New Mexico
College Theatre Festival to be held
in Santa Fe Oct. 22-25.
Nov. 13-16 & 20-23, theatre arts
professor Denise Schulz will direct
a unique production of children's
theatre titled Sagebrttsh Stories.
Founded on principles similar to
those of the Bread and Puppet
Theatre, theatre arts professor
James Linnell's Simple Giant, Feb.
25-28, will be UNM's first serious
attempt at puppet tiwatre.
Directed by theatre arts professor
Peter Prouse, theatre arts
sophomores will present two
sepcrate bills of one-act plays Dec.
2-6 and April21-25.
Two pre-season events held over
from the Summer Season will also
be presented this fall.
The hit of UNM's Summer
Season, Hay Fever, written by
noted British dramatist Noel
Coward, directed by Robert
Hartung, will be presented again
Sept. 5-6.
Summer Dance, a festival of new
choreography and dance by guest

repeated Sept. 11-13.
The dance division of the theatre
arts department will present its
annual variety of dance production,
Springtimespace March 27-28,
April 2-4, as well as two student

dance productions Dec. 4-6 &April
30-May 2.
.
Season tickets for the five maJor
events The Unknown Soldier and
His 'wife, Sagebrush Stories,
Simple Oiant, A Midsummer

ollege Made Simple:
How-to-Book on Life

Night's
Dream,
a~d
Springtimespace, are $12 whJle
First-Nighter season tickets to all15
events are$15.
.
For reservations call the Fme
Arts Box Office 277-4402.

Arts Writer
Last August new theatre arts
department chairman Dr. Brian
Hansen arrived at UNM intent not
only on strengthening the department but on making UNM's
theatre program a vital force in the
local arts community.
One year later, with the announccmcnt of the 1980-81
University Theatre season, Hansen's innuence has helped produce
u promising bill of dramatic events.
l'or
Albuquerque audiences
recently starved for classical
productions, possibly the most
exciting part of UNM's new theatre
bill is the inclusion of two
Shakespeare productions to be
directed by Hansen.
Theatre arts juniors will present
"The Best of Shakespeare," an
evening of scenes from some of the
master's most popular works, Nov.
20·22, with the same cast presenting
a full-scale production of A
Midsummer Night's Dream, April
15-18 & April22-25.
This will be UNM' s 11rst public
production of Shakespeare in many
ycal's.
The Unknown Soldier and His
Wife, a devastating yet humorous
"Springtimespace" will be presented in 1981 as it has in years past. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
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Rollerskate!
at
R.oadrunner Fun
The world is your rink!

Student Skate Special

75·
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off 1st hour

with current student I.D.
Expires 912180

II
I

College Survival Kit
rrv Brechner
Books; $2.95

Students new to college life are
inundated with advice on
about getting through
and a plethora of inDrnlation that mostly confuses an
baffling $ituation.
The transition from civilian .life
college life is at best trying and
is very little written that
ly eases the process.
lo\lreVIlr, The College Survival Kit
lrv Brechner, published by
Books, is a definite step in
right direction.
Upon reading the opening
it becomes apparent that
rechn•,. has "been there". This
in particular should be read

a teenager, writing poetry was
ng Pamela Blair did as
me1rau•v ... an outlet."
'"'''"~" the young University of
master's degree
lnl1•l1~·t, approaches poetry with a
purpose. And she is
enthusiastic
en-

Across from UNM, Next to the Posh Bagel
Closed Monda ·

The Amrrlcan Farm - Albuquerque Museum's. di~pl!i)' or black and while
photogrnph.s rrom the mid-19th century to the presenl, op~:nsSunday, Aug. 10.
Jor180n G111lery- Raymond Joman's Titiny-first Annual Summer Exhibition
continues through Aug. 28 al 1909 Las Lomas N.F.. (inllery hours: noon 10 6
p.m. Free.
Maripu!ia C"-llery- Titope!>trles by Janusz and Nnm:y Ko:dkowskl ~nd 111etal by
Luis Mojica, nt the gallery, 113 Romero N.W. Show continues through Aug.
31.
Tradlllonal llalntlngs .... by Geraldine Guitierrez o.nd Gilbcr1 Atencio. Nati•oc
Ame:icun nnlsts, on display Aug, 3 to Sept. 14 nt the Indian Cultural <.~enter.
240112111 S1. N.W.
The Frederick Weisman Company Collection or CallromiA Art - On display
now throUgh Oct. IS at the Albuquerque Museum. Hours: Mond!ly through
Fridny, 10 a.m. to S p.m. SaUirday and S1,1nday, 1 to 5 p.m.
UNM Art Show- The UNM Ail Students Association Gallery will open their
first show or the year with lm exhibition entitled "10 Albuqucrqu~ lndcpcn·
dents.'' The open ins reception will be at 6 p.m., Aug. 25.
The. show will inch1de paintings, works on paper and tonsruction.
The exhibition will he on display through Sept. 12. The ASA Gallery l:i
located in the ·basement of the. UNM Student Union Duildlng and Is open
between 11 a.m. and4 p.m .• Monday through Friday. Admillsion is free,
AdlviUes

CrafUi ])emonstratlons- SaiUrdays, JO a.m. to S p.m., at the Indian Cultural
Center, 2401 12th St. N.W. Also, Pueblo dances an Saturday and Sunday~ l
and 3:30p.m., through Sepl. 1.
Christian SlnKies - invites all singles and their families to the Albuquerque
Dukes baseball game on Aug. 23. Meet at6:4S p.m. _at the cornerorUnivershy
and Stadium Blvd. S.E. at the large llasCball. Adults $2. students St. 50 11.nd
~hildrenSI.

VemenUe, Chassldle and Israeli fo'ulk Dance Workshop -New choreographies
and music from Israel, taught by Cynthia Ooldblatt. Place: Mam:ano Day
School, 1801 Central N.W. Dates: Sept, 6 aud 7, 2to4 p.m. and 7:30 to 9:30
p.m., with party and review, SIO weekend: SJ.SO per session. Call2S!i·6637 for
funher Jnrormatlon.
Eastern F.uropun and Middle Easiem ••alkdam:r CounJC! - with Cynthia
Goldblatt. Starts Sept, 10, Te11 weeks, 532. Call 277-3751 or 255-6637 for
runher Information.
Slate Fair - Tickets arc now on sale, 8 a.m. to S p.m., at Gate No. 4 (San
Pedro NE). The)l include reserved seats rar the Ali·Stur Rodeo. the 14th anual

couragement from UNM mentors
familiar with her work.
Blair, a native New Englander, is
the recipient of a $600 award from
the UNM Creative Writing
Program. The stipend, she said,
will enable her to spend more time
writing.
"I feel myself to be in a very
formative stage," she said, "I'm

not what you'd really call prolific,
but I write fairly regular.Iy. And
circumstances have to be right to
invite the muse."
·
Blair's baccalaureate degree in
English is from the University of
New Hampshire. She was attracted
to UNM by the institution'~

Located in the 1840
Salvador Armijo House, designated a
National Historic Place.
Superb steak, seafood
and spirits served in an authentic
territorial setting.
Open daily 5 pm to 10:30 pm
Old Town, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
For reservations call 242-3900
A

SEEKING INTELLECTUAL
CHALLENGE?
\Vant to add a class, change one, improve your academic experience, or just
venture?
THE HONORS PROGRAM has a limited number of places open for interesting, adventurous students in the following 3 credit hour classes. (Admission to the Honors Program is not required to participate.)
Gen. St.lll 001 "Survival"
Monday, !-2:50p.m.
Gen. St. 111 002 "What is Madness?"
.
. Wed., 2-3:50 p.m.
Gen. St. 111 003 "An Exploration of Creativity"
Wed., ll-12: 50 p.m.
THE UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM has a limited number of
openings in the following 1 credit hour classes:
Monday, 3-3:50 p.m.
U.S.P,-331 001 "Mantle of Leadership"
Monday, 10-11:50 a.m.
U.S.P. 335 002 "The Dreams of Freud'' (8 weeks)
IN1ERESTED STUDENTS should contact the Honors office, Humanities 114,
telephone 277-4211, as soon as possible .

S!Htni~h Heritage Show and the 17 drty pnri mutuel hur~r rm.:ing mt•c."t
YMCA n~nee WorkNimp - There will be one elM'$ in mod~·rn d!lnce which 'Nill
meet for fi\ e wcc.._s. It io;o bcginniiJg r;:Jau and will start Aug. 30. h willl:l<! from
10~30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. hH more informutiun cnll243·4571.
t'nlw Artcsuou- Hispmm artists wrll purticipiltl! in th~ firsl "h:~rill Alte'ln.nn"
ut llgu,·x l'ark, Mcmntmn Rond anti 19th S~. N.W. on Aug. 2~ 11nd 24. All
nnim will be present dming the IWu·day event.

CompNillun
New Mt':\lc.o SrmllhOII)' Orchestra
i'l l~t,ldintt Ul!diliPm fi,1r md1e:~tr~ ttnd
chorm. Saturday, Aug. 23, 9 n.m.to nnon, nud Ito S fl.m., !II UNM'!Il·inc Al'l!i
('~.:nwr, Rm1m IH20. Audiliom rm: \'iohn, vinln, cello, double bm;r,, [~nghsh
horn nnd priucipnl pcrcu.,.,mn. Purtipan\5 arc il~k~:d to prcpnre tl !!hort Jlio:Ce
(nor more lhnn S minute~) ~1r llv;ir choh:e nnd will he nskcd to sight rend fr~m
the on:hestral1 cpennirc. An audition must be nutdc with the S:,rmphony orf1cc,
84Z·85"65. Chortl'i nuditlons: Smurdn)', Sepl. (l, 10 a.m., in tiNM Fine Arts
Center, Room ll-117. Pnrticipnnts .should prepare n St'lcctlon of their choice
nnd will be asked to vocali;r.c:, Audition nppointnlentli mus1 be mndc nl the
Symphony offi~:e, 1142·8565.
Slxlh Annuall'oetr)' CctmpetiUoll- A _$1,000 gnmd prize und 49 otber cosh
pril-CS or mcrchundilie uwurds arc offered by World of Poetry, a tlU11rtc:rly
ncwsk"ttcr for poc:u, fpr pocrns or all styles on any subjc'-1. Rules and official
entry forms nrc .nvailnblc rrom World of Poetry, 243 I Stockton Dlvd.,
Department N, Sacrnmento, CA 95817,

Mu11lc
Keller Hall SrrleN- Monon Scoenfeld, Piano. Lccture·Rccitnl. J • .S. Uach'!i
Guldb\'rR \'arlallnns and the newly discovered Jo'our1ren Canon1 Aug. 27, B; 1S
p.m. Tickets: 52 gencrnl udmissionj Sl faculty, s!aff and senior eltl:r.ens: $.50

students. Call271·4402 for ticket information.
Thr Chumber Ordt~lrl ur Albuquerque- will hoiU its last summer concert on
Sunday Aug. 24, at 4 p.m. at Keller Hall. Tickets are S4.SO with discounts for
students and senior cilltens and ure uvnilablc through TiekelmB~IC~r.
Theattr
Dance- Lee Connor and Lorn MacDougal will perform Aug. i-9, S~I.S p.m.,
at the Sama Fe Armory for the: Arts, 1050 Old PccosTr11il.
Who•s Afraid uf VIrginia Woolf1 - opens Friday, Aug, 8, at 8 p.m., and
shows weekends through August aL the Vonex Theatre. Ticket!i, $3. Cnl1294·
6771 for furt11er information.

creative writing program, which she
claims is outstanding.
"One of the strengths of the
UNM program is the strong sense
of regional identity which is
fostered by such writers as Rudolfo
Anaya. And there are persons from
other
who foster

identity through their own
apreciation of the landscape and
the people."
Her career goal?
"Poets don't have career goals,"
she
"We just want to cat
and

106 Morningside NE
Wholesale Rollerskatcs
and skateboards, saf<·h·
cqui!'l, and accessories

The
living Batch
Bookstore
262-1619

Rent your skates
from our van across
UNM on Central
(Sat& Sun)

call for fl'COrding
255-4336

New and Used Books

THE INN
Kurt's

277-5414

linme Mercantile Company Reslauranl

Buy needed texts for less
Sell used texts for more

i

I

·~JN••tritionally. Com.pleteBreakfasts~
.. ·
and Continental Breakfasts
6:30-8:30,82.25 & 81.25

I

Whole Lnnehes Inelnding
Salad & Sandwieh Bar
11:00-1:00,82.50

Full Course Diunet•s
4:a0-6:oo, 82.75

(room 215 SUB)
Hours: 10 am to 2 pm M-F
(August 18 through August 22)

Dine in Atmosphere at UX~l's
Full Scn•icc Cafctcl'iu
201 Redondo Dt•ivc

Your Bookstore
.. . . ,

.,
~

'

~U!f

l JU
!

- most complete darkroom selection
in the Southwest
-complete line of major camera brands
·complete line of lenses and accessories
• special student discounts
• quality custom film processing
-photo books
• tripods, filters and cases
-weekly student specials

Your complete picture store

ca-mer~~o,.,.,,
AL.UQUEitQUE. NEW MEXICO

Another Student Alternative
ASUNM Textbook Co-op

4

For all your camera needs

Announcing Full & Spring Dining Sct'Yiccs
f(n· Students,
FacultY, Staff and Guests

l

Real Money
for your
Textbooks

M-F 10-7
Sat 10-5
Sun 1-5

LAPOSADAl

256-9408
2214 Central SE

,..(

.

Art Shows

by every person who plans to attend
college. Though the author makes
the claim that his college stint was
great from the word "go", an
incredulous feat, his overview of
attitudes toward college hits right
on the mark. The subjective
opening chapter sets the stage for
the rest of the book which delves
into stratagies that help in real
college situations.
Its a seat of your pants type of
endeavor that is written in an easy
to understand style. The reader
does not have to contend with lofty
platitudes and abstractions put
forth by some administrator that
hasn't left his office in ten years.
The work is aptly named and
could really help new students. It is
even worth attention by those who
are not so new. The College Sur·
vival Kit just might be one of the
most important of all books read
for college.

.lll!latl
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TlWs-Thurs 12am to lOpm
Fri-Sun lOam to llpm
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FOR ALL VOUR

• e CAMERA NEEDS
f!TVIC
aJ.is(attion

3417 Central NE
524 Coronado Center
1617 Juan TaboNE

266-7766
883-5373
296-4888
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Arts
P(Jwerful Drama Playing at Vortex a,,,,,
llnh (iril'fhl
Arts Editor

I·.tlv-ard Alhcc·~ inlcn~c study of
lhc !!UlliC' people play, Who's
t1}ruid oj Viminia Woolf? is
playing at the Vortex Theatre. The
prodttl;t ion is mlid dramatic entertainment.
Albee'~ play, cousidcrcd a classic
or contemporary drama, takes
place in a small college community
anti t.eros in on the life of two
L'oll
faculty
One

husband has tenure and the other
has the ambitions of a new arrival
with high ex pcctations,
As the play develops, one realizes
that George and Martha, long time
resident:; or New Carthage, have
s01nething over on the new couple,
Unfortunately, under the direction
of Bryan Burdick, Philip Bock and
Ann Lee Segal, playing the faculty
veterans, outplay Walt Boyd who
portrays young Nick. While Bock
and Segal develop a strong rhythm,
in the show

he loll between the two more
powerful performers.
Deborah Morgan, playing Nick's
young wife," honey", displays an
adequate performance. She does
show a flicker of strength when
Jetting forth deep rooted emotions
towards the end of scene two.
Set design is sufficient for the
typically simple Albee play, though
at times it seems confusing whether
"honey" is upstairs or down when
she's on one of her frequent trips to

()

Nick, played by Walt Boyd, restrains Ann Lee Segal as Martha in
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" (above). Nick's wile "Honey,"
played by Deborah Morgan, tries to understand Martha (lett).
(Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

and Records at the

End of
Summer
Sale

"1/:1'

Tights
Leotards
Accessories

\
I

I
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•

20-500fo OFF
new & used equipment
STARTS Saturday Aug. 23rd

New Mexico's most
complete supply
of backpacking equipment
2421 San Pedro NE

(505) 884-5113
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MUST BE PICKED UP ACCORDING TO
THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:
THIS INCLUDES BEOG, SEOG, NDSL,
HEALTH PROFESSIONS, NURSING,
Scholarships, and New Mexico Student Loan
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Across from UNM

Euhank & Candalaria
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M-S 10-9 Sun 12-5
255-2225

M-S 10-10 Sun 11-5
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Hnancial Aid Disbursement
Fall Semester 1980
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.•. ' ...• ' ....• ' ' ' •...••. ' •.. ' . ' ..... 585-13-0000 to 585-35-9999
.....•..•••.•. , ••.••.•...•. , .••••• , • ooo.oo.ootxlto 217-7!MJ9fm
Au~ust 27, 1980 .•. , • , •..•.•••....••.•.....•. , ..•.•• 585-36-0000 to 585-50-99HO
Allf.,'tlSt 28. 1980 ... , , , , , , ..•• , ...•. , ..... , •....... , , 552-00-0000 to 585-12-0090
Au~us! 29. 1980 ...• , ••.•. , • , ..•..... , ...•... , •..... 450-00.0000 w !125-08-0flflO
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SUB Sports
Stop

Sept. 2, Hl80 .• , , .••.. , •.•...• , •••....•...••• , , . , .•.
Sept. 3, IHSO , .••. , •...••......•.•...•• , ••.••..• , ..
Sept. 4, l!l80 . , , • , ••... , .•.•..•••..•••.••.....•••..
Scj>t. 5.1080 .. , . , .• , •...•••• , , • , . , •....•• , •.. , . , ••.
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20% student discount

~

East side of Student
Union Building

Allf.,'\ISt 25, 1980
AUf.,'llst 26,1980

217-il-0000 to 440-00-00IJ!J
585-7!l-00011lo OfJ!J.!JO-H999
58i'-60-000() to 585-78-0909
525-09-0000 tn 551-0!J-9909
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Sports
Coaching Staff Makes Difference for Gridders
What will the 1'lHO NFL ~ea,on
l•nld m ·.tore'! Will l'itt~burgh
mntmuc its dominan~e. or will
llouston finally make its move to
1cplace them'! Can Tampa Bay
a~pcat its m1nt~ulou~ succcs~ story
ol la't year H)Win't a tougher
··l'hcdule?
In find out, all you have to do~~
kcrp reading the Datly Lobo as
l"!CKS PRESEASON PICKS will
run the first week ol .,chooL Last
year Mark "Ticky" Smith defied

100-1 odd~ by making one ol the
11reatest 'Ports prophecies ever
when he tabbed Tampa Bay to win
it\ division- :he rest is history.

Once again Ticky promises
another darkhorse for the 1980
·la,on. I ind out which team it will
k by rettdin!! next week.

0

0

•

\v···.~~·.·

Forget about subscribing to
worthless new~lett.ers, ull the Las
Vegas information you need is
contained in Ticks Picks.

!

UNM's Case Delayed by NCAA Committee
Jhose following the UNM
<llhlctic scandal have waited and
waited to find out if the Lobo
ha~kctball team will be placed on
probation, and if so for how long.
Those that have waited will continue to wait, at least until
November.
This is the third time in three
months that the UNM hearing has
been postponed. UNM was suppose

to go belore the committee next
week at the headquarters for the
National Collegiate Athletic
A~sociation in Shawnee Mission,
Kansas.
Now UNM officials will not
appear before the NCAA's
Committee on Infractions until
I h1lloween weekend.
In June and July delays occureed
bccau~c of sickness on the com-

Rostennnndt No. 1 Draft Pick
Former
UNM
women's
basketball
superstar
Jean
Rostermundt was picked as the No.
I Jmft choice for the newly f ormcd
Albuquerque franchise team of the
J Jdics Professional Basketball
/\-~ociation.

Another former 1 obo player,
Rcdeau, is a J,ossibility lor
the team.

~1ary

The team is owned hy Mike
Valentine, and coached by former
UNM Head Basketball Couch
~orm Ellenberger.
While pluying for the Lobos
R!lstermundt was voted most
\ :tluable player on the teum,
!'<'lltlt able !\kntion All-Amencan,
a::-conlercnce and became the first
rlayer at l ;NM to score over 1000
rnulH• 111 her career.

mittce and a fatal heart attaclc: to
Stanly J. Marshall, director of
athletics for South Dakota State
University.
There is a slight chance that the
UNM case could be heard in
September, but this would happen
only if another school is taken off
the docket for some reason.
Otherwise UNM will be the first
school on the docket for the
meeting that will take place in
Colorado Springs Oct. 31-Nov. 2.
If the committee does deceide to
pla.:e UNM on probation the
probationary period will probably
hcgin :.o days following the
hearing. from the date of the
Jeciston UNM has, if needed, IS
d<1~~ to appeal the case.
Pos:ponements such as this last
one have left UNM President
William E. Davis and the Board of
Rcgent.s in a waiting position.
Rccru1ting and the post-season
tournaments couid be adversely
ar!ccted \:ly rPs~ible renalities.

t

Bob Shupryt

Ben Schultz

Paula Easley
Sports Editor
"We've seen it all," said four
members of the club that accepts
only UNM football players who are
starting their fifth season for the
Lobos.
There is one difference in this
season which they all agree upon

FRYE

and that is that this season will be
entirly different.
Why? The coaching staff.
UNM Head Coach Joe Morrison
and his staff of eight coaches must
be doing something right, because
so far it agrees with the players.
"He (Morrison) is out there
coaching us to win, not coaching us
not to lose, there is a big dif·

BOOTS

UNM offensive tackle Frank Giddens gets ready to have his PIC·
ture taken on Press Day. The 6·7, 304 Giddens will be starting his
fourth season with the Lobos. Giddens is one of only four players
on the team that could earn a fourth varsity letter. (Photo by Dick
Kettlewell)
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MERCADO
located in the NE eorner of the SUB
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Coach Morrison

"! am out there to play for the . Shupryt, who would like to see
team first, for myself I want to play himself be a member of the Allconsistently so that other players WAC list.
can rely on me," said Schultz.
"What l want to see is when I hit
Shupryt, who could keep up with somebody, they turn around and
Johnny Carson in the wit depar- see what number hit them," said
tment also put the team before Schultz.
himself on his goal list.
So far the football team has just
"l would like to see the UNM been doing a lot of running to get
defense lead the WAC," said into shape.

:>C
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BALLROOM DANCING
INTERNATIONAL STYLE- Group lessons covering Imperial Society
Amateur medal test requirements and preparation for professional Exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who are already teaching, We have
maintained a 100% pass record for twenty years.
Info. call265-4890.

..,•

GOOD VIBRATIONS
STEREO COMPONENTS
& ACCESSORY SALE!

lobo
men's
shop

CHECK CASHING SERVICE

Super specials on stereo

243·6954

available to the
University eommn•tity
at the ltlereatloeash up to S2S
with UN~I stttdeut
orstaffiD.
available from
7-9 M-F/S-2 Sat.

lVe also offer
• Sellool SttJJIJiies
• Hadmarli Cards
• Your favorite
Caudv & Tobaeeo
• Tautallzbtg
t•ettlt~ylvania Duteh
• lnttJorted & Dotnestie
Caudv & Suaek~
• Paperb~ek~, Magaziue~
• and Muelt, M1aelt ~lore

.

witbaSmile

ference," said Lobo center Joe
Juraszek.
''l have been here for five
seasons and this is the most up I
have seen the guys, the coaches are
really great," said Bob Shupryt.
The football players do indeed
appeur to be up for the season and
linebacker Ben Schultz is ready to
play.

Ladie's & Men's

Weleome Baek

Quiek Serviee

Ricky Martin

'.'"l:

B.I.C. 60Z Automatic Turntable with
Audio Technica cartridge. Mfg. sugg.list ...
239.95. Special purchase allows us to sell
25 units at just •••

$10995
1512 Wyomming XE
296-8989

:1
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20'roOFF
25 watts per channel
Good Vibrations special ...
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FREE fries with purchase
of Gvro sandwich & small
dt:ink through Sept. 1
Bring Ad

Special
Good
Vibralions deals on name
brand speakers from
BOSE, ADS, cc RTR

llam-Spm
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Mediter••anean
Foods
PIZZA
FALAFEL
Baek To Sehool Speeial
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JVC RECEIVER

SIZZLING OASIS

Mon.-Sat.
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Some
closeouts, some
special buys, but all
NAME BRANDS at the
lowest prices. Sale limited to in-stock items.
All TICKETMASTER ticket stubs
good for 50¢ off any blank
tape at
Hudson's Audio
Sale ends
August 30th
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Sports
Brooks Ready to Play Football

Intramural Activities
The l1 NM Intramural Department .>ponwrs several activites;
here arc some or the ones coming
up.

The Intramural Department is
>romoring a swimming party to be
held Wednesday August 27. The
party begins at 5:00 and will take
pla~c at the Johnson Gym olympic
pool. No charge for students.
Although John Travolta will not
he at UNM on August 30, an
clc~tric bull will be. For 50 cents
;tudcnts can ride the electric bull
!'rom 9:()() to midnight in the
.Johnson Gym arena.
The bull is part of the hoedown
which the UNM intramural
department is sponsoring. The
hoedown is free for students and $2
for guests. Pri1.cs will be given for
western dress along with some twostepping country dancing,

Many paid positions are available
through the intramural office.
Students who arc in need of a job
for the fall can call the intramural
office at: 277-5151 and make an
appoinment to be interviewed
during the week of August 18-22
with the respective coordinator:
gym attendants and officials
wntact Terry Linton
or Dick
Balditan
Lifeguards should
contact Sam Jones at 277-2208.
Intramural officials go through
an extensive training program.
College work study and team-sports
play background is recommended.
For mme information call the
intramural office or go to Johnson
Gym, room 230.

Paula Ea~ley
Editor

UNM students arc invited to the
annual intramural fall swimming
meet Thursday, September 4.
Entries should be handed in by
Tuesday, September 2 in the
Intramural office. The manager's
meeting is scheduled for September
4 and will provide interested
swimmers with the details.

Sport~

Jim Brooks sat in a rocking chair
one afternoon, every once in awhile
fidgeting with his hat, talking about
things that are important to him.
Brooks, who stands 6 ft. I and
weighs in at 201, is a running back
for the UNM football team and
looks promising.

The faculty-staff noon hour
begins this fall with volleyball on
Monday, September 15. This is
available to all faculty, staff,
graduate assistants and teachers
aids. The noon hour is an opportunity to meet others and ex:cercise. Entries are due Tuesday
September 9 with a mandatory
manager meeting Thursday,
September II .

His life has taken a fast turn and
it agrees with him; he has a new
attitude aoout life and football and
he is ready to use it.
Brooks explains the change in his
life with confidence and ease. "l
used to play football for the
coaches and for the media, this
spring I started playing the way the
Lord wants me to play," Brooks
said.

Here is a chance to get a way from

it all, meet new people, learn
something exciting and have fun
doing it. The Getaway Program
offers a variety of clinic~ and excursions throughout the year that
often takes the UNM student out of
the typical cam pus environment
and into a different surrounding for
a different experience.

This tandom bike is just one of the many items UNM students can rent from the Outdoor Shop,
operated by the Intramural Department, located in Johnson Gym.
Johnson Gym. lnnertube water
polo is an exciting sport for both
men and women.

A water-polo team consists of
This fall, a biking clinic and race,
frisbee tournament, camping clinic seven students. Games begin
and camp-out, hike up the La Luz Monday, September 8 with a
Trail, rollerskating, and jogging mandatary manager meeting
will aU be included. All dates will be Thursday September 4.
given in the Lobo and advertised
Flag football for men and
throughout campus.
powderpuff football for women
Inncrtube water polo is the first begins Monday, September 8. Turn
co-recreational activity for in- in entries at the manager meeting
tramurals this fall. Entry dates are Friday, September 5 at 4:00p.m. in
due Tuesday, September 2 in the Johnson Gym, room 154.
intramural office, room 230 upstairs in the northeast corner of
Soccer for both men and women

begins Monday, September 8. The
managers meeting is in room 154 of
Johnson Gym on Friday, September 5.
The Outdoor Shop, located just
inside the west entrance of Johnson
Gym, offers students a wide variety
of outdoor equipment. Backpacks,
sleeping bags, tents and all the
fixings for a fall backpacking trip
are available. For a minimal rental
fee, take advantage of the Outdoor
Shop and enjoy the mountain
. beauty with a friend.
If the mountains seem too far
away, the recreational equipment

shop, located on the classroom level
in Johnson Gym room 139 offers
frisbees, rollerskates, bikes, and
tandems galore. A small rental fee
is scharged for all UNM students.
The recreational equipment room
hours are Monday through Friday
from 4-7 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday from noon to 4:45.

CANCER
0\NBEBEAT.

.

American
Cancer Society

I

l®.

Ttl!<; <;rACE CONTIUI!.UTEilA$A Pl18UCSUViCE

th
Annual End of Summer Sale
It's time to clear
Save
20-500Jo
out the summer
gear to make room
for the winter gear
so ...
rafts, canoes, kayaks,
tents, sleeping bags,
packs, summer clothing
and boots are
on sale.

-

- , .... .

• Camp 7 goose down sleeping bags (3 only) Reg. S146.50 Sale S99.00
• Camp 7 Bivy Sacks Reg. SlOO.OO Sale S75.00
• Altiwear Mountain vests (polarguard) Reg. S50.00 Sale S34.00
• River Running Equipment 20-30% off
• Pre-season Special on X-C skiis
• Coleman Canoe (15ft.) Reg. S344 Sale $290
• BlueHoleCanoe(16ft.) Reg. S715 Sale S599
(inc. shipping)

Sale starts Saturday August 23

'··-- ··-

"I want to use the ability the
Lord gave me the best I can, after
you do that your glory is
recognition," he said.
Brooks, a junior from Colorado
Springs, will start his third season
with the Lobo team. Last year he
started out well, but had to sit out
part of the season with hepatitis.
But he has recovered and is excited
about the start of the season.

When it came time to talk about
the problems of last year having to
do with grades and eligibility
Brooks said, "I hate to say it l:;ut we
were doing the same thing all the
other schools are doing but we got
caught. That answer is a copout,
but that is the way it is," he said.
"Now with the eligibility
problem things are different. First
of all, there is not a guy on that
team that could not make his
grades. There is also not a guy who
does not know when they are
ineligible. They put you on
probation for one semester before
making you ineligible, so you have
to know," Brooks said.
"I like the idea of the academic
counselor for the athletes; we
needed one a long time ago. But we
can do it on our own, none of these
guys really needs to have his hand
held for him," he said.

After Brooks got the important
things off of his mind he relaxed
and joked about being put out to
the pasture with arthritis and
having to sit in his rocking chair.
Only so much joking allowed, for
Brooks still had two hours of
weight work ahead of him and he
was looking forward to it.

When talking about the team,
there seems to be an air of enthusiam going through the room,
but it is hard to imagine this guy in
the rocking chair plowing down
opponents.

3120 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
505/265-6557
Hours Man-Sot 10-6

"I want us to win the first three
games - they will be the most
important. But even if we loose all
three it will not bring us down,
because are not going to beat
ourselves," he said.

COME AND SEE WHAT'S NEW!
-New Age Books, Magazines & Tapes • Herbs & Herb Tea Blends
& Supplies • Herb Oils & Fragrances • Cards • Posters • Cosmetics
Holograms • Snacks • Crystals • Unico
Zodiac Jewelry • Tarot • Pyramids
Christmas Gifts & Cards • Specialty Items
and much more

"If we play well and do our best
then we win, maybe not on the
score board, but we win for ourselves," Brooks said, then with a
smile added, "but it is nice to win
on the scoreboard too."
He knows where the Lobo team
is ranked in the polls and that
people are not expecting a lot from
this team this year.

g,.--~~~

"This team has really pulled
together and I think we are going to
surprise a lot of people. Most of the
guys on this team come from a
winning program and they are tired
of losing," Brooks said. "Win or
lose, this team is going to be an
exciting team to watch.''
Brooks has gotten off to a good
start this season. The new coaching
staff witnessed fine performance at
the two-a-day workout sessions in
the spring.
''I feel good now, both physically
and mentally. There is no way I am
going to lose this season. I ani
playing for the Lord and you do not
loose when you play for him,"
Brooks said.

Astrology, Yoga and Herbology Classes
Starting in September! Call for details
,.-
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Playing professional football is
not in the plan book of Jim Brooks,
a sociology major, who does not
really know what he wants to do,
but right now is thinking about
"some sort of Christian work."
Brooks is presently involved with
the Campus Crusade program at
UNM.

Jim Brooks

People
start pollution.
People
can stop it.

2320 CENTRAL S.E. r,c;,r~s~.N.M.
268-4876, Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9-5

An important part of Brook's
training is the coaching.
"There are two kinds of coaches,
a yeller and an instructor. Coach
Morrison is an instructor. He helps
you and has an air of charisma and
self-confidence that rubs off on us.
But more important, " Brooks
said, "he demands respect from us,
but we receive respect from him in
return, which is important."

"When it comes to football I set
two goals, first to glorify God and
then I just want to win," Brooks
said. "Last year my goal was to
start. I still would like to start, but I
would really just like to win."

Another thing on Brook's mind
was the reputation that the football
team has.

MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS

"We would like to have a better
reputation with the students. We
are not all bad guys, and we do
need the students support,'' Brooks
said.

''

____________________________________ Phone ________________
-~~--------------------~Apt, _ _ _ _ __

State
Zip--~
Universal Supply Centre • 3120 Central SE • Albuquerque, NM 87106
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Sports
Write to Uncle Don for Answers

Looking Back at the Fans and Players of 1927

Robert Sanchez

I

Uncle Don invites you to write to
him if you have any question,
doubt or interest about any Olitdoor
sport. Uncle Don is an expert on
outdoor sports and will do his best
to answer all questions. Uncle Don
also encourages anyone to wrile to
him about any interesting experiences they have had while
venturing in some outdoor sport.
Send all questions to Uncle Don,
care of New Mexico Daily Lobo in
Marron Hall.

Dear Uncle Don,
I was going to go camping last
weekend, but I never got to where I
was going. My friend's car got a
flat tire just ouiside of Tierra
Amar.illa on the way to El Vade
Lake. The jack didn't work, but
that didn't matter, because the
spare was flat too. Could you give
my friend some advice on preparing
for a camping trip?

-Sore Feet
Dear Feet,

Two members of the UNM volleyball team get some preseason
playing time. The team will start their season in September. (Photo
by Dick Kettlewell)

Read about the

Johnson Gym Rennovation
Starting on
Page B·1

You experienced a problem many
people have. A lot of people may
spend hours preparing their
camping equipment but not a
second on their vehicles. The
transportation is Just as important
as camping equipment and should
not be overlooked.

thoroughly ~hecked out before any
type of a trip, especially if the
vehicles will be traversing long
stretches of road where help is hard
to find.

checked, a tire-patch Jdt should be
considered a necesity, and an extra
inner-tube may help in some cases.
Gears and spokes should also be
checked.

In preparing cars and motorcycles, a general tune-up is
recommended for long trips. For
short trips, basic items should be
checked such as the air pressure in
the tires, jack and spare, the gas
tanl!: should be filled and,
depending on the trip, one should
have extra money In case more gas
is needed. Ask yourself if the car
will make it up steep grades, how
well the brakes work, and whether
the car has trouble in high
alii tudes?

An updated map should he
thoroughly reviewed before the trip
to check on the best route to take.
Also, note the television or radio
news for any information on closed
or blocl!:ed roads, especially at this
time of the year, when roads are
washed away in floods. Call the
state police department if there is
some doubt on the condition of a
road.

Bicycles should basically be
The car, or in some cases checked out the same way. Air
motorcycles and bicycles, must be pressure in the tires should be

A thorough check of the vehicles
should prevent. any mishap along
the way and you should reach your
campsite without difficully.

-Uncle Don
With the start of the 1980 football season right around the comer,
we take a look back at footbatl scenes from 1927. It looks like a
funeral crowd, (upper right) but it is in fact football fans watching
the game. A game In progress (lower left) and 1927 head footbatl
Coach Roy Johnson (above).
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Home Furnishings & Carpets
Carpet your room $30 & up
More to See
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877-04351010 C Bridge Blvd. SW
student discounted price

Bring your favorite cassette and use out headphones

summer clearance

Dresses
Skirts
Blouses
Shorts
Men Shirts
& Danskins

SALE

266-9946

This coupon 1s good for a lO'}o discount on any

Student'snarne_-
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Keep Your Smile
Dentistry
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UNM STUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Prophy (cleaning~ $15.00*

You can too. When you rent furniture from GranTree. .
.
Not only do we have terrific rn:essers we also have great lookmg
desks, chairs, sofas, beds, and tables. Ev~rythmg you need to tum a house or
apartment into a place of your own. All wtth low monthly rental.payments.
And now they're even lower because were offenn~ college students
a special 10% discount. (We'll eve!) help you fi~d a place to rent w1th o~ free
apartment locator s~rvice,) Come m and let us mtr6duce you to somethmg you can
really live with.

furniture you rent at GranTree Funuture Rental.

dE

2916 Central SE
Alb. N.M.

-----~---~---1

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

87106

2625 Pennsylvania, N.E. Ste.IOOO
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110, Tel: 884-6827
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ENROLLMENTPEMODENDS
Natural
Clothing

Septeunberl5,1980
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Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying 6
or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
on Mondays,
Center beginning August 25,1980
Wednesdays, and Fridays from 1-4 p.m.; or mail application and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.
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Commentary

World's Greatest Football Fan in Albuquerque
t•aulu Easley
Sllorts Editor
'!his week the Lobo was invited
to an exclusive interview with a man
who ~onsiders himself to be the
world'\ greatest football fan.
Rigiferd Searufflc was in
Albuquerque promoting a new
polltto .1nack. The snack is a spicy
<:n1ckcr which comes in two forms.
One b, of course, u football player
and the other very much resembles
u Dallas c·ow hoy cheerleader.
Scaru fflc played high school
lootball and was looking forward
to a prol'c.lsional career, but he was
sidelined due to the fact he is
allergic to pigs and to the smell of
the playing field.
So a ftcr being told he could never
play football, he tried to get interested in other sports, chess,
1urno wrestling and even shot-put
catching, but none of these worked
oul.
His next endeavor was to work as
u sports writer, but he was much
too shy and instead of doing interviews he would just make stories
up. In !'iiCt, there are still people
who think George Allen is dead
after reading Searuftle's article. He

A New Look for Tennis

chuckles a bit after telling the story problem in going to games in the playing field.
people in Washington D.C. watch.
and then pops a hand full of spicy person is the food and drink
The only injury that Searuffle
After that he would like to do
Dallas Cowboy cheerleaders into matter. Searuffle has a five-door has suffered during his 20 years of some more inventing. Either
his mouth.
refrigerator built onto his recliner being an all-star football fan is develop corn on the cob that people
Searuffles claims that he is not and an automatic beer can crusher.
when he stayed in one seat for two who wear dentures can eat or goon
just one of the greatest football
So Searuffle has his own film weeks straight and could not a mission against cheerleaders.
fans in the world, but the best. Why crew go to games and film them for remove his bottom from the chair.
As for the future of football,
is he the greatest? First he qualified him. He says that it is better this He cringes slightly while telling this Searuffle said that he believes that
because he knew the name of every way so he can watch all football story and then pops a few more football will go on forever. After
professional team in the country, without interuptions such as shots Dallas Cowboy cheerleaders into saying this he gets a giant grin of his
the coaches' names and record and of the crowd, cheerleaders and his mouth.
face and finishes his Dallas Cowboy
most of the players on each team.
what he calls meeny-mouthed
What is in his future? He would Cheerleader crackers. He has
But more than the trivia, which sportcasters such as Howard like to spend an afternoon recliner thought of a new invention,
was carefully designed onto rolls of Cosell,
to recliner with the President of the coaching a league of bionic football
yellow toilet paper and which he
Searuffle said he does not have U.S. watching the Washington players,
ones
that
hate
promoted before the crackers, he is one special team that he roots for or Redskins, because that is what cheerleaders.
the greatest football fan because he thinks is extra special, although he
watches every game there is during said he does like the team in Seattle
football season. When two or three because their names sound a little
games are on at the same time he alike.
video tapes the others and watches
His hero is Roger Staubach and
The judo classes last seven weeks
Two courses in judo will be
in memory of each game that offered at UNM this fall and will be from August 25 to October 17.
them later.
Although
never
married, Staubach played, Searuffle eats taught by a self-defense expert.
Maxwell said the classes arc
Searuffle does have a baby, a 1.2 four pieces of chicken every day. Wayne Maxwell, a UNM graduate designed to teach the student now
million dollar video tape system, He said he has also become very student, will be tea~hing beginning to fall and throw and other defense
religous because of Staubach.
shaped to resemble a football.
judo and intermediate judo. Both skills, adding that "The classes are
Scaruffle not only watches
Searufflc explained the im- are one hour courses.
an excellent form of excercise and a
professional football, but college portance of football in the comMaxwell has been involved with good way to develop self defense."
football as well. He never goes to munity as being one of the most judo for 17 years. His judo rank is
the games in person. He com· successful ways to segregate males, Sandan, and he has a third degree
No previous experience is needed
plai ned that his Lazy-Boy recliner and he firmly believes that women black belt. He spent three years on to be in the beginners class, but for
would not fit into the place where do not belong on the playing field the German National team and 2 the intermediate class some training
he is suppose to sit. Another or have any business talking about years as a coach.
in judo is needed.

Judo Classes Offered in Fall
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20% discount on
selected plants
Offer good while supply lasts!

New Shipment Of

Carn.ivorous Plants

NES~ITTS GREENHOUSE
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The Lobo Tennis Club is undergoing a lot of changes, the most
valuable change being the arrival of
the new manager, who is also the
new coach for the UNM men's
tennis team.
Mark Hamilton arrived in
Albuquerque after coaching at
Texas Tech for two years, ready for
his new job and already planning a
better program.
"The Club is unique and it is
going to become bigger and better
after some improvements,''
Hamilton said.
One of the improvements to be
made is the stadium court, which
will be playable in October and will
hold 2,200 spectators. There is even
talk of holding a future NCAA
tournament at UNM.
"I would like to make more of a
production of Lobo tennis, doing
things such as getting the players
uniformed, getting programs, and
having an umpire, a coke machine

and a popcorn machine. We have to
get people interested in com1ng to
watch tennis and I think this will do
it," Hamilton said.
The Tennis Club will look different this year and so will the
players. Only Alex Doranto and
Curtis Neeld return from last year's
top squad.
Some of the newcomers are Jay
Livsay, Larry Ollason (who sat out
last year) and Trevor Rothfels, a
transfer from Utah State. Another
newcomer with a familiar name is
Gallen Garcia, whose brother Tim
played Lobo tennis and is the only
UNM netter to become an AllAmerican.
New Mexico high school state
AAA tennis champ Tony Richie
will join Hamilton's squad along
with Sam Rivera, a transfer from
J\1,idland Junior College, John
Woodman from Texarkana and
Jack Williams from Houston.
Now the team members are

Mark Hamilton
working out by themselves, but
team workouts begin August25.
"The team should be a much
deeper team this year. Our goal for
the year is to take the WAC, the last
time UNM achieved that goal was
inl968," Hamilton said.

fli UNM walkon's expressions shows what the first week ot football
practice is like. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
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Pitcher of coke
with purchase
of a medium or .large pizza
of your choice

6301 Menaul NE
Across from Coronado Shopping Center
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I
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I
I
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Cellar

welcomes an
residence hall and campus-wide
students. Come by and see the all new
Cellar.
G.ames, Pool, Air Hockey, Foosball,
Pmg Pong, Darts, pinball, Theater
Snack Bar and gigantic Dance Floor. '

We've got it all!
Come visit and get a free coke with this
coupon. Offer good 8-25 through 8-29.

I

Cellar hours
Sunday-Thursday 6-1 Op m
Friday and Saturday until1am

~---------------------------·
A ~~ATIO~AL & I~!ER~ATIO~AL JOB MAGAZINE!DffiECTORY: \VITH A RESC\fE CIRCl:LATIO~ SERVICE:
WE .\fAIL .\IO~THLY TO 20J)(JfL C0.\1PANIES HOSPITALS,
HEALTH CARE SERYICrX EDCCATIO~AL INS'TITUTIONS,
AND MANY OTHER';.

Hit

AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE

WE WILL CffiCULATE YUCH RESC:VH: TO C0.\1PANIES WE
KNOW CAN USE YOl.JR T ALE~TS.

A BSI Bank

WE GUARANTEE INTERVIEWS, OR A COMPLETE REFUND.

-

OUR FEE 530.00, PAYABLE TO THE NATIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITY, MONEY ORDER OR CASHIERS CHECK, ONLY.

2706 Central, SE
Across from UNM

FORWARD ONLY ONE COPY OF YOUR RESUME, PLEASE.
405 ORTIZ, N.E. (STE-2), ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
87106, 505-265-7764

•

then book on over to Mannie's. Whether it's breakfast,
lunch or dinner, you can rest assured that we've got a Master's
in all of 'em. We have just about everything you like, the way
you like it. And good? You bet. Our food "G.P.A." is a consistent
4.0. But the best part is that a meal at Mannie's won't cost you an arm
& a leg. And that leg won't get tired getting here, either. We're right on
the corner of Central & Girard SE. So, hit the books~ then recharge at Mannie's.

We also offer convenient
Drive-Up Banking Service

IT IS NOT TO EARLY TO START THAT JOB SEARCH.

--

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

~

M~~rmoc

2900 Central SE 265-1669 Open 6AM to 9PM, daily.
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2,77 4S2.l !l:ave mewtg~. or seo: me at
llldg. 34, apt. 519, t>ff ,:ornc-r Cnh1mhia s.r~. and
~antu Clan~.
B/18
liNM ARl~A. TWO bedromn hou.~e~. 1620 Lt:nd.
~ln)!lc~ weh;ume-. 884-~J83.
8127
lJNM AIU'A. I _and 2.- BEDROOM ap~nmcnt5
_">Hidiu'>. Walking dma11t.:c to lJNM. 884-5383. B/27
NOTIC~~ HJR RhNT: t11f J11n- 10, p~rtly furni~htd,

Covered

'1117'ago.a-.

Makero af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

ullnppham.:c~. 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom house
A..:rc'i. Call c... c:rting~. 345·1923. 344-2140.

!,·
,!
Work-Study Jobs are advertised I
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fi>t M> MINihT\lRI' CAMrRt.. Cnll 211.2ll7.
lk\mheando.:bun
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SERVICES

fo..l,...t-.0'\ fYPISCt Sl·RVl<l: (lU.\1 Sdc~md and

nn\\· 1 mmutc f'_ao;.,rort Photo\ No :1ppoin1moent.
tfn
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2M<nJ o;

Murc'o; Gllltar
l.l'n

-\\~[YcWr~l•APl RS deur, ~,;(m~oi.,~· und ~:urrc~;t?
\\"ill cJH lllilllm~·npl.,,lln)' ~ubj'-'\:t. 26&.;\744.

8t"2S

CM~'JYiitN<J ';[·JWIU•: A ~omplctc typing. and
cthtmJJI W\ll'rn l't.'~lwkal, gcnerul, le-gal, medical,
~~!ola~u\- Clmrt'>& talllc~. 14~-212~
tfu
JIO"il ()f·f·J( l- IHJXI·.S: for rent fo'rcct.:all in '-Crvite.
_lf1ll \'Ya..,Jun~tnn ~-1·. 2~~~R2!9
8f29
~HllH \'OUR Cih\H $9.95--nmtllh. The Storugc
Pl~l~' RH I 4141
8t27

Ill i(JJUNCI lii·l P WI I'll wnting pfllhlcm'i, f~1r
uto~lpnmenl"-

ul all WllJL'r.'t"

~lMtl

."!l1'i- Hft7~

4.
o~[
Sl4~;

lengths. Stc'oC Fox,
Bt 18

HHlKOOM, $20~; .,tudu'l, $175: cffi~il;ncy,

lurnhhct..l, allut.ililics tmit.l.lnumlr)' 1 near llNM

ilnd ('('ntt.:tl, Wa\hilll!hm. 121R ('oppcr N.F.; ;zoo
JefiCr'tntl N.l·" H42-6170, 299 7012.
912
R.OOMMAil: WANTH). SHARE' two bcllmom
l1nmc f)o\ljntown. Old Nc:ighborhl~Od 243·7512.
StiR
MAfllR£. INJ>IVIOOAl. TO ,hare large corn·

rnrtnlJie huusc.-. Two b\(ltks from

cam_pu.~.

Sl60.
8118

.'HIARl• HIKN1.~HH) lWO bedroolll apartment
with male grad. J blocks from UNM. $143/month
~nclude~ all ut ihtn:os. Mike. 266·8ll ;, 277·4713. 8/28
llOOM H>ft Rl!NT .. ·Inrge, three _bedrt>OnJ house
w1th fm:place 1md yard. E•ubank nnd ('onstilutlon
:trc.a. $12~ rter momh tutilillcs indudcd). Females
Only. (·an t>am1or Debbie nftcr 3 p.m. 2.9249S5.
8118
UNM &

rill' l'llhDH.-SUrl·RII location ncar
do"'ntown. llu~ "Cf\•tce c\·ery 3D nlin\ltcs. I bedroom

or dfi,;:1ency, from S20S. All utiUties paid. Dclu"e
k1tdum \\lllh di\hWtl~hct & dhposal, retreat ion room,
\WIIfltUing puol, TV roo1n & laundry. Adult complc",
1~20011i"eniiY N.L~. :2:41·2494.
dn
l MtPlJS (X)Mt'At'T APARTMENTS. 215 Yale

no ll"l'i

IJh.d S [~ .• nt J.ead. Studio apttf1mcnt~ ncar ~!ores
and CNM, $17~ per monlh, (ree utilitie~. SI2S
dcpcnit, 6 month 1ca~e. No d1ildren, pet!i or roOm·
mate. See manager ttt Apt. 2. tlf ..:all242·8219. 883\940
URiliiiT ( L~hN Sll'I>IO.

8/18
plus
ntihtu:·~. htrni\licd. 265·54ZJ, 265·4444.
81-25
1Hil!SI·~1AT!' WANHD: FEMALE, noO·llfiokct,

SISO·month

prefer graduate ~tudent or worklng person.
rc~ptm\ihlc, ~lean, quiet, to "~hare nice S.E. house
\\-ilh one J"lCr~on. Wn1kmg distance tJNM. SISO plus
I ·zuulnic:~. 266-0821.
8118
I 2 Ul OCK FROM CAMPllS. I bdr ap•rtmcnt.
Off·.~trcct

rarking. 898·0921.

ROOMMAT~. N~EPbD TO
~~mcster. Quiet, Modious male

i:ill8

I 2 Ill Ol"K ~ROM CAMPUS. Elflcicn,y •parttncnt. Ofr·!ottect parkmg. 898·0921.
8tl8

C'HH.ISTIAN LADY Nt.:EDS rootn or roommate
nearl1 NM. "'Niki1'. 898·0844_
8/28
MAlE ROO~IMhTE WANTED. 2 bdr. apartment.
dean~ quiet~ neat Gibson and Carlish:. $100imonth
plusuulitic'i. Brian. 1·471·2390.
8118

ONE= BEDROOM FCRNISHEO apartmenl for rem.
Sl40 month. U!ihues Paid. N1ct garden. Available::
afrer Au~u" IS. Cal124l-7409.
8i18
H'MAt.E ROOMMhTE WANTED. Preter art

o,tudcnt. 11trce bedroom apartment one mile UNM.
R~ll'm for <;tUd!o, SlOO 'month Ulilities paid. Billy

·-,~

$ a TOWN

Ten Speed Tune Up
only SlO.OO
(offer good thru 9·,5·80)

3222 Central SE

.::l

5.

FORSALE

OPI•.N HOUS~ AU<lUST 24th, l1o.S p.m. 616 Solar
Rd. N.W. off 41h Strecl. Prestlglou5 Lee Acres,
hcaulil'tl\~;mtom home on 1/2 acre lot with scpnrateguc~t

quaru:r-., 1 elegant bt:dromm, maucr bedroom,
11 ' 2~ f<mnnl dining room, 2 fireplaces, lu:utcd
winunir1g pont, grel!n hour.c, double garage. Co\lered
rnuu ;111d grill, lo\lely terra~.:e merlooking the
'i.\\·itnming f1\lOI aud rat h Sprinkler sYMcm fr<lnt and
IM\.:k. t mdy tree., ~urroumling the house. Perfect
hmm fur the emcrtnincr, famnstil! terms. Vacant.
C";1ll Carin.,, C'ASCO Rl:Al.TY. 26S-3794 or 344·
JOH4.
Ql lADRIIPilONIC ~TI:Rl'Cl $45.00; red

8/18

table with

blad. ~.:huir;, $5~.0n; metal ofriee (iesk with me
dmw(.'r\ $7~.00; ~:omplfte twin bed S35.00; 1J inch
/cnith tcle-..·i~ion, excellent !:ouditlon SSS.OO; han·

Marantz t;pcakcr\ new cornponcnts SlOO. Mike. 298·
.IOH7

6.

8/18

EMPLOYMENT

fl-U.; N.M. UNION food ~ervice hilS openings ror
and fuU titne ~mploymcnt.
.!ihirts. Please call Betty or
at 277-ZSII or stop in at the
8/18
food sen ic-e and fill out an arplication.
SAI.f,SPEOPLE-THE LOTIO is in need of e)(~
periem;ed, determined and persistent sellers.
Unbounded energy arHI strong mouvation may be
sub~titmcd. Automobile absolutely nece&sary. Come
by Marrcm Hall and see Advrnising Manager, Room
105, or lc<wc message in room 131.
tfn
m~;ai~ional pan time
Monday.~aturdtly, n11
Ko~ina before- 3 p.m.

'.,_....,..J_ .,... -~""""'AI."""""'M.:'~
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54 Confusion
58 Fish
1 Menu Item
59 Transaction
6 Poet Pound 61 Lariat
10 Swill
62 Tract
14 Breathing
63 Sea bird
15 USSR city
64- alia
16 Tessera
65 Legislators:
17 Door part
Abbr.
1B Noun ending 66 Colored
19 Ukraine leg- 67Twit
islature
20 Veer
DOWN
22 Lurcher
24 Shade
1 Drains
26 Spectacle
2 "There ought
27 Sliver
to be31 Scali
-!"
32 Onward
3 Boundary
33 Swellings
4 Warding off
35 Light source 5 Searching
36 Bell
6 - out a liv39 Drugged
ing
40 Passenger
7 Metal
41 Be obliged
BSumup
42 Tam's cousin 9 Found the
43 Sad song
mean
44 Cartoon
10 Paved way
word
11 Vine
45 Got even
12 Of yore
47 Side-wise
13 Lively: Var_
51 City on the
21 Ending lor
Tiber
pat or pot
52 Fancies
23 Shield: Var.
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Y~~PitEP El_D
P
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R A V)E •
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EASED
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IRKED

A N T E
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25 Purport
27 Starch
28 Furrow
29Single
30 Rodeo performer
34 Dissuade
35 Famed puppeteer
36 Goad
37 Compulsion
39 Asked lor
40 Subtle
distinction:
2words

IDENTIFICATION

Johnsori Gym Expansion Under Way
Robert Sanchez
Johnson Gymnasium, located on
the south side of the University of
New Mexico campus, is due for
some changes, so decided the UNM
Board of Regents on July 23, 1980
when they approved plans for
remodeling Johnson Gym.
Johnson Gym serves a university"
wide purpose to students, faculty
and staff, athletics, intramural,
recreational and community needs.

ALBUQUERQUE

CARDS.

l!J.@_j!\._! : __ i)i 1

'Jfl

42 Adriatic port
43 Black mark
44 Spawns
46 Swear
47 Speech
defects
48 Soap plant
49 Nail
50 Suspicious
53 Sensible
55 So long
56 French seasons
57 Uncommon
60 Preceded

~ndCpcndl:!ilt':i 11 , Opening reception 6 p.m. August 25.
l.ocated in the ba~ement of the SUB! hours, 1J to 4,
8/25
Monday. friday. Free.
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

PLh Y SOCCER IN city league. Call Ralph. 255·
ASA

~
.,

~"'

ACROSS

PART TIME ShLESPERSONS needed at L!eber"s

38ll.

'~'*""'%

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

luggage uutlct. 1406 Eubnnk N.E. Approximately 15
hours,wcck. 293·0817.
8/U~
UIVISlON OF GOVERNMENT research needs
v.nrk·,tudy qualified Stlldtnts for fall emplo)'ment.
Need IWo clerical a~sisHints and one computer .aide.
Uxtlericnce rrcferred. 277·330.5.
8/2.8
SAVE UVE5 FOR A LIVJNG. Eart1 Income !rom
)UIIr own pnrt·limc: business while providing a service
to }our comtnuni!y. AUordable products which
protC~'t ~gmnst <:rime and help 1n case -of medh:al
tmrrgcncy. Men and women needed, Call after 6
p.m. 298·8922.
8129
PART~TIME JOB, @raduate .studenis only. After·
noons and e\-·cning,s. Mu~t be able to wcrk Friday and
S:uurday nights. Must be 21 yeats old. Apply in
I'ICr!-Otlf no phone ~ails, please. Saveway liquor
S!ore~. :11 S704lomas N.E., H16 r..1enaul N.E.
915

8.

v¥_.;·:1'

•

268-3949

share apt. for fall

SIIS
NhAR WJNROCK AND bus. Ucdroom, kitchen
prh-elegc\, non-'imokcr $25/weck. Z68·6223 or 898·
6011.
3!1~
SMALL ONh BEDROOM rurnished house. No pets,
nu chilctren, utilities furnished. Gradua1e student
prcfcrrcll. Ncar UNM. Call Z55410110 a.m.·5 p.m.
8/IS

Proot

[10~1th·ej laminated in hard platie. Send SI.OO and
S.A.S.E. ror details and application to: D .&. J
Production\. Ocp1. X. Uox: 252~ Tempe, AZ. 85i81.

Johnson Gym was built in 1957, the gym and remodels much of the
when the UNM student population existing building.
"There is a tremendous need for
was 6,!89. The gym was built to
accomodate 10,000 students. In a change in Johnson Gym," said
1979, the student enrollment was Leon Griffin, Chairman of Health,
22,033, more than three times that Physical Education and Recreation
of 1957, yet the only addition to (HPER). "The student populaton
Johnson Gym since 1957 has been has increased and Johnson Gym
has not been changed to
the olympic swimming pool.
The plans for remodeling accomodate the increase. We need
Johnson Gym, prepared by Santa more and better facilities."
Standard guidelines on physical
Fe archiiectural firm Dorman and
Nelson, adds 87,000 square feet to educational and recreational

8/:!6

DANCE EXERCISE AND aerobk exercise in·
structon needed. P .E. majors, dance majors, anyone
interested in fun cxuci~c. Will 1rain. CaiiV.W.C.A.
293-5359. Mon -Fri .• 3 p.m.ro l p.m.

Food Stamps Can Assure Students
They Can Afford to Pay for Meals

8129

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Richard Holden
So you're back in school, you've
paid your tuition, your books, your
rent and you have $8 to feed you
for the next four months. What to
do? Drop out? Deal drugs? Nope,
not necessary. Get yourself down
and apply for food stamps.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times(s} beginning
.
.
, under the heading (circle
one): i. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous_

Classified Advertising Rates
16¢ per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

Enclosed$_____ Placed by _______----·~ ielephone

..•••.

W ... JJJI!lii!JIIJ~[!f!
'~
.

preferred. Write: 141
( ·olumblaS.R., Apt. 4, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.

dtnrn!cY.oodCilliltlOis Sl ~.00 each. 243-0:lSR.
8118
AC('lJRA .16 H·N b;md cqualiwr. list SJOO, SIBO.

HOUSING

! rank. 29.WR17. 243-1242.

in Lee
8/18
SI'H'.IAL PRICE I.-OR University studenls.
$1:'i0tmo. Two bl.'droom, unfurnished, ~tove and
rcfrigt:rawr. 3421 Gibson S.C. 88J~02Si.
8127
U t,AN. ONP BEDROOM townhouses, 112 block
(lff huo;. hne. $185 monthly. Terms avnllable. lS mifl.
from cla~se!o. Ca\1268·6043 evenings, nights.
8129
ONLY $199/MONTH for this spaciOus tWo bc:Jroom
apartment on quicl Sotuheasl. street. Fresh paint,
l'ttrJM steotmcleancd, like newl (::able TV, laundry,
Month to month Tenant pays ,gas/electric, Call now.
881·0400, 344-7935. M~ddox & Co.lftealaors. 8/18

Hours 8:00a.m. -4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Marron Hall Room 131
Mail To
UN M Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

The Food Stamp Program (FSP)
simply _makes available United
States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) funded stamps to help lowincome people buy more food and
improve their diets. The program
"was started to subsidize farmers,
but the objective has been changed
to help people get a better diet",
says Armando Griego, Field Office
Manager for the Southeast Bernalillo County office of New
Mexico Human Services Depart·
ment.
The idea behind food stamps is
for a certain amount of food money
per mortth to be guaranteed for
famili•Js. The stamps cannot be
used for items such as soap, pet
food, liquor, or tobacco. They can

be used, however, to buy seeds and THE APPLICATION
plants to grow food and, in Alaska,
The application is seven pages
for certain hunting and fishing long and if that's not enough to
equipment. The choice of foods chase you away, you've probably
you buy, of course, is your own. To worked for a bureaucracy. Don't
receive stamps, students "must let it frighten you, though. Just
register for 20 hours of work per remember that even though the
week", says Griego.
whole process may take you an
hour, you can walk away with up to
HOW TO APPLY
$63 in food coupons. Not even the
To apply for food stamps, first president of this university makes
look in the telephone directory that kind of hourly wage! Besides
under "Food Stamps" for the that, you are presumably here
office which serves the area in because you need to be.
which you live. Then gather the
The first page of the application
documents you will need such as is dated to start the thirty day
your current rent receipt, utility application period. Most apbills, confirmation of the balance in plications at the Southeast office
your savings or checking accounts, are completed and certified on the
the value of teal estate you own same day. In addition, the first
(other than your home), the value page determines whether you need
of livestock raised for sale, con· food stamps immediately.
firmation of your income, receipts
Page two requests information
for child care and your social such as name, address, and
security number (SSN). With all household member information.
that(thatthis) in hand, you are You must have a SSN for all
ready to go down to the food stamp household members. The SSN is
office, request an application and used to verify identification and to
enter the bizarre world of public try to prevent duplicate par·
assistance.
continued on page B-11
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facilities offered to students have
been set by the American
Association of HPER and the
Athletic Institute. UNM fails to
meet the standard guidelines.
The budget for the remodeling
project has been set at 7.4 million
dollars by the UNM Board of
Regents.
"Funding for the project will
probably be from University funds.
The University has the power to
issue its own revenue bonds," said
John Perovich, vice president for
Business and Finance- "Many of
the
dormatories,
academic
buildings and the Student Union
Building have been built by
University bonds."
The plans for the additions and
remodeling of Johnson Gym, will
move the main entrance from the
south side to the west side. The
entrance will open immediately to
the administration offices. The
intramural offices, physical
education offices, Women's
Intercollegiate offices, and a
student lounge will also be included
on the west side. On the ground
floor below, there will be a faculty
lounge, new classrooms, seminar
rooms and a human performance
lab.
A gymnastics gymnasium and a
general use gymnasium will be
added to the south side ofJohnson
Gym. The general use gymnasium
will have a curtain divider and will
contain four basketball courts. On
the southeast corner of Johnson
Gym, near the existing handball
courts, 14 new handball courts will
be added.
On the north side of Johnson
Gym, a faculty exercise room will
be added. A therapeutic lab and
locker space will be added near the
existing therapeutic swimming pool
on the north side. Also situated
near the therapeutic swimming pool
will be a lab research room, an

athletic training room and the
health service center.
The main gym will be remodeled
to include two floors. A floor will
stretch across where the spectators'
seats are now forming two floors.
The ground floor will have 16,000
square feet. A weight room and
combative room for wrestling, judo
and other such sports wlll take up
4,000 square feet each. A dance
floor will take up the other 8,000
square feet. The floor above will be
a basketball court with folding
bleachers to seat 2,500 people. The
main gym now seats 7,500 people"The remodeling will eliminate
many of the exit doors and this will
help with security problems," said
Van Dorn Hooker, University
architect. "There has been a
problem with vandals and people
breaking into Johnson Gym," he
said. "There will not be a need for a
large number of exit doors since the
amount of people that can be seated
will have been decreased.' •
Courtyards will separate the new
sections from the old.
The changes planned for
Johnson Gym will cause a loss of
about 60 parking spaces. The
entrance to the UNM campus from
Central will still be from Stanford,
but to reach the parking spaces, one
must pass by a permenantly
manned information booth situated
just west of the entrance. This will
be the only entrance to the parking
spaces.
A turn-around area for cars is
planned between Popejoy Hall and
Johnson Gym. All other parking
facilities will remain the same.
"If things go as planned, bidding
for construction of the project will
begin in January or February and
actual construction of the project
will begin in early spring,'' said
Perovich. "We are looking for the
fall of 1982 for final completion,"
he said.
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LAST CALL TO SUBSCRIBE TO
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Save SOJ.-751- • 13 Major Professional Events • No Box Office Lines
Your Own Reserved Seat for All Performances

Upper-level floor plan- new additions to Johnson Gym

Thursday
Sept. 18

Friday
Oct. 3
Sunday
Oct, 5

Lorin Maazel, Cond,
Joela Jones, Piamst

51500
513.00
510.00

8ro"adway smash musical comedy r
Mamie Van Doren

Carnival

510.00
5 9.00
5 7.00

Tropical Treat
from Trtn1dad

SIS 00

Thursday
Oct. 30

Each Sicilian Topper is made especially
for you. Choose your favorite toppings, and
then we add lots of special sauce on a thicker,
more flavorful crust and cover it all with lots more cheese.

513.00
510.00

Co _.

Tuesday
Jan. 13

lmag1nattve. Wttty"e Best or modern dance'

• I
FestIV8

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Monday
Jan. 26

~---·
lin u
all-

1
I

I
1
I
I

:
I

Sicilian ToQ~r or Original Thin Crust
pizza, get next smaller Qriginal Thin
Crust, with equal
fill
number of ingredients, ~
Present this coupon With guest check.
Not valid with any other offer.

p•. (Zl4 J.nn')i~
e

Expiration date:

~~

7.00

The best show numbers
from Broadway hils.

1978 Puhtzer Pme play· an eloquent,
touching and beaut1ful comedy.

51000
9.00
5 7.00

s

510.00
59 00
5 7.00
$12.00
510.00
5 8.00

Smash musical hit of the decade,
Seven iony's and the Puhuer Pme.

518.00
$16.00
$13.00

1
I

I

AVAILABILITIES: Balcony only
ASUNM/GSA $3&, $2S- FAC./STAFF S70, $55

1
1

Aug. 25, 1980 I

"lbu ~ ofthfflltjngsJ(Jifl.Dve.

s

515.00
513.00
$10.00

Bob Fosse's big Broadway h1t
that rejoices in its title I

oa- ..__........

51000

s 9.00

510.00
5 9.00
s 7.00

The Young Americans
F1fty fresh new talents.

IUalill ....

•••
• ••
I
S31
I Buy one giant, large or medium size
:

515.00
$13.00
510 00

Visit our box office open llon.-Sat. IOa.m. -5:30p.m.
Subscription aller expires Fri. August29
Telephone 277-3121
Please disregard all previous .announcements. This schedule is tipdated &complete.

I
I
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CHECK YOUR YELLOW PAGES UNDER "RESTURANTS"
FOR YOUR NEAREST PIZZA INN.

The Southwest's
Center for the ArlSiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill

OFFER GOOD AT PARTICIPATING PIZZA INNS.
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Harvest Bounty Made Tasty
CharloUe Halcomb
Staff Writer

·r

Every year you brace yourself against the onslaught
of zucchini that marches in from your garden,
Every year, you swear that you will not cultivate
more than three plants, but the grim memory of the
year that the squash beetles left the larder bare keeps
you planting twice that many,
So, using the old gourd, here are several ways you
can prepare the versatile vegetable,
Zucchini Bread is always wonderful, especially
using honey for one-half the sweetener and brown
sugar instead of white, Substitute nutritious wheat
germ for two tablespoons of the flour, and you'll
notice a distinct improvement in flavor,
If you find zucchinis that you should have found
days ago, don't throw them, stuff them, Slice off the
ends and hollow out the seeds and pith with a knife.
Then fill the tunnel with all manner of good things,
from a spicy ground beef and tomato combination to
boneless flounder fillets seasoned with garlic and dill.
Just baste with butter and bake until the filling is
cooked through.
Those colossal zucchini are also perfect for
deep-fried zucchini rings, incomparably better than
the frozen variety available in restaurants. Tunnel
them as described for stuffing and slice them into
half-inch rings. A beer and cornmeal batter is just
right for zucchini fritters.
Slowly saute some onions and spice them with a
dash of curry powder, then stir in sliced zucchini and
cook until crisp and tender for a tasty option.
Zucchini grated, drained, sauteed and stirred with
sour cream and garlic is enough to make you forget
that this is the fourth time this week you've eaten
zucchini.
Easiest of all, marinate raw zucchini for a couple of
hours in an herb flavored vinegar and oil dressing.
You can eat the crisp spears for appetizers or use them
to jazz up a salad.
If you still can't swallow the surfeit, then donate the
rest to a charity, but make sure they haven't planted
zucchini of their own.
Cool summer fruit recipes can take the heat off you
and your food budget.
Watermelon is in season now and Watermelon
Mousse has the wonderful flavor of the fresh fruit
without the bother of the seeds. It is also low-cost,
easy to make and light in calories. The recipe can
easily be doubled or tripled.
Try decorating your creation with buttons of
halved, green grapes or crescents of sliced honeydew
melon. The only tools you'll need are a knife, an
electric blender and a mold for chilling your mousse.
An elegant dessert idea that is easy and absolutely
delicious is daiquiri ice with kiwi fruit.
Baskin-Robbins ice cream stores carry a lucent,
green daquiri ice that is the perfect compliment to the
bright green fruit.
Kiwi fruit is an appealingly fuzzy, brown, hybrid
gooseberry with a mild tart taste imported from New
Zealand. Everything but the thin peel of the kiwi is
edible so there is no waste, which softens the 59 to 79
cent price tag.
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elusive gymnastics room and stacked handball courts totaling eighteen.

Above is a ground-floor plan which features tlie new addtions to be made on John·
son Gym during the next year and a half. Included in the remodeling will be an ex·
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Watch for Weekly

VALUES!!!

ALL- • JANA JAELYNN

STAR

RODEO

14th annual
SPANISH HERITAGE SHOW
starring DAVID SALAZAR
UP WITH PEOPLE and
GRAN FOLKLORICO de MEXICO

MASSIVE
MIDWAY
·

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

~

~

Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

~-~

0=~,.,

$179

with coupon

·

-•

Reg. 2.01
Use our convenient drive up windows at

:::--< 1830 Lomas at Vale
~ 4700 Men aut NE

Open at

_

11·00 Daily

3i1

ALBUQUERQUE

We just received a shipment of lightweight
Watermelon Mousse (serves four)
3 lb. slice of watermelon
2 tablespoons lime juice
2 teaspoons sugar

Yz teaspoon grated lime peel
1 envelope unflavored gelatin

V.. cup vodka orrum [or half vodka, half rum]
Pour vodka or rum into a small, heatproof bowl
and sprinkle gelatin on top to soften.
Seed the melon, saving the juice. Cube enough
melon to make Vz cup fruit and blend the rest to make
I 3A cups juice.
Stir in the cubed fruit, lime juice and peel and sugar.
Heat the gelatin mixture over, not in, simmering water
until gelatin is dissolved, about two minutes.
Stir the gelatin into the watermelon mixture; pour
into mold and chill until partially set; stir once to
insure that the mousse doesn't separate;chill until set,
about two hours. Bon appetitl

La Posada's Entree Card
A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and Staff to take care.
of those between class and work meals.
Buy in advance, all those dinners before your Wednesday night
lab, and for any other meals you need to have. while on campus.
Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any combination of meals at La
Posada.. Buy one or as many as you need. Just $14.00, a $16.00
value.
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Bring in this coupon for

4821 Central N.E.
255-8673
~.

Expires: 9/1/80

L1mit 1 per customer
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127 HGtvGfd SE
112 block
S of Centtnl
265-4777
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Week Long Super Special

Two Slices of Cheese Pizza

1 !~~.~.~!~.~!;.~~.s~eg. Jtso)
~

~

\I

Contact: Housing Reservations

;~1

La I•osada HaU
277-2606

Heto Sandwich 11.75 (teg. 12.25)
;::;.-.
. Calzone ( aplnGch pie) Jl.OO wllh coupon gooci"Auguat 18-23 ~&Q&~~tl:i.l&d:lk~~tU!~~~V,~l\il!l&ttd:.t.lt~MMMd:&lkQtQs.MQ&Q&&t(il&lM~&tl\~
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for touring & commuting
Two Models: $295 and $355
Both weigh under 24 pounds

Repair your bicycle in our public shop
Professional tools available for everything
from fixing a flat to building wheels
Usc of tools: $1.50/hr.
Instruction: $2.50/hr.
Membership (required for use of public shop): $2.()()

106 Girard SE, Rm. ll9, Mon-Sat. 10-6

expires 8/17/80
=a
1830 Lomas
;;::::-- 5231 Central NW
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'Jf l~J.lk~t~l~hlt~M~-l~.tJlA,_l_,_(1\.l\.tlAlt.llA•t~r.~,l._,tl~l~\.hl..l.\!.llll.M&.llllllMM~.lllMMt~l

Open: 9:30-6 Mon-Sat

TREK BICYCLES

ten Speeds Parts & Acces.sones Repairs IMtructiOO tn ~Jr

·
Other Locations ~
10015 Central N~
11200 Montgomery NE ~

Get a JUMP on your new
Dancewear Purchase

17 days ol
HORSE RACING

More than $1 000 000
and lots
in purses '
lots more!
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• BARBARA MANDRELL
• LARRY GATLIN
and THE OAK RIDGE BOYS

~
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265-5710
Entrance at the back of the Alternative Community Center
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holden on •••
b9 richard holden

It u.,cd to be that when your drove (or rode) into the Albuquerque
wmet, there would be a haze for several miles into the distance. The
haze mcd to be thought to be the result of dirt roads on the west
mesa. Sine~ then, we have paved an increasing amount of the West
rnc;(t as well as other parts of Albuquerque but we still have an
evening and early morning particulate cover.
In Albuquerque, carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are over
340,000 ton; annually! That's right, approximately 1000 tons of CO
arc released into your breathing space each day and you have no
dwicc a> to whether you breathe it or not if you live here.
The City Environmental Health Department has a monitoring
'>tation btatc monitor 2P) at Indian School Road and Indiana
(between Winrock and Coronado) that has measured 22 parts per
million (ppm) of('(), The carbon monoxide standard, as mandated
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through the Clean
Air Act of 1977, is a 9 ppm, eight hour average concentration not to
be exceeded more than once a year. Monitor 2P registered an
amount of curbon monoxide nearly two and a half times the EPA
standard.
No doubt the Coronado-Winrock area is congested by traffic on
the freeway, the commercial concentration, and enormous parking
lots. The other four monitoring stations have fared no better,
however. Every monitor has registered above the standard. In fact,
in 1975 the monitor across from UNM at University and Central
registered a second high of 19.4 ppm. Remember that the standard
cannot be exceeded more than eight hours a year.
When you have invisible emissions thick enough to cut with a
knife, what is a city to do? The City, having been mandated by the
EPA, must reduce Its CO emissions by 49.4 percent by 1987 and
initiate, institute, and implement a somewhat controversial
I nspcctions-Maintenance program. The City, of course, has many
other measures under consideration to reduce emissions, vehicle
miles travelled, and the number of vehicles on the road. From time
to time, this column will cover some of the Transportation Control
Measures (TCMs) under consideration.
Certainly, there will need to be adaptations of lifestyles and
strategies to improve the city's air. It is your right to know about
them and your obligation to help support them if a clean
environment to live, work, and play in is important to you.
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UNM's Latin American Institute
Plans to Lead Nation in 1980s
The University of New Mexico
ranks amoung the top three
universities in the U.S. as a center
for Latin American studies in a
variety of fields, according to Dr.
Gilbert Merkx, executive director
of the UNM Latin American
lnsti tute.
Merkx, who has recently succeeded Or. Marshall Nason as the
institute's director, said, "I hope
that in the 1980s we will be able to
establish ourselves a& the leading
center for Latin American studies
in the nation. Right now we are in
head to head competition with the
University of California and the
University of Texas."
This summer UNM was awarded
editorship of the Hispanic
American Historical Review, the
oldest journal dealing with Latin
American studies, and the Latin
American Research Review, the
official journal of the Latin
American Studies Association.
"We are not simply seeking
national recognition," Merkx said,
"we are trying to be part of the
Hispanic tradition of New Mexico.
It is a tradition which has made us
good and to which we hope to
contribute locally. Historically and
ethnically New Mexico is as much a
part of Latin America as it is a part
of the U.S."
Because of the increasingly

important role of Latin America in
energy development and international trade, relations between
the U.S. and Latin America are
increasingly important, he said,
"The growth of the American
Southwest reflects this," Merkx
said. "Increasing attention wjll be
focused on the Southwest's role as a
meeting ground between the two
Americas. l expect UNM to play an
important role in this historic
process. The awarding of an
honorary degree to Mexican
President Lopez- Portillo this fall
symbolizes the importance of
UNM's future role."
He said many of UNM's Latin
American programs are the best in
the nation and in some cases the
best in the world.
"We have the only sociology
department in the nation that offers
a Ph.D. with a concentration in
Latin American studies," Merkx
said. "We were the first to have a
dual master's degree program in
Latin American studies and
business management and we have
developed a second dual degree
program in public administration.''
"We have the best Latin
American art history program in
the nation, the strongest department of Meso-American archaeology in the world and our
Latin American Programs in

education provides more technicai
assistance for Latin American
education ministries than any other
similar program,'' he said.
He said a study of course offerings in major universities showed
that UNM's Latin American
courses in the social sciences are
almost twice as numerous as any
other school. Overall, UNM has the
most developed Latin American
curricula of any school in the
world.
''Our weaknesses are that our
library does not have the financial
resources of schools like Texas and
UCLA have and we have fewer
Latin Americanists on the faculty
tban some of the larger schools we
compete with," Merkz said.
Despite funding limitations,
UNM's strenght in the Latin
American field has been supplemented by vigorous support
from
the University's administration and a high degree of
faculty initiative and enthusiasm.
The institue will be sponsoring
the filming of a public television
series on undocumented migration
to the U.S. and it will, in
cooperation with NMSU, prepare a
series of half-hour television
programs on current Latin
American issues to be taped
simultaneously in Albuquerque and
Las Cruces.

New Mexico Research Group
Establishes Renters Hotline
James C. Johnson
Staff Writer
A landlord/tenant hotline has
been established by New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
(NMPIRG) to answer renters'
questions about their legal rights.
The hot line, 277-2757, is
operated from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday, by
NMPIRG, said Chairperson Vicky
Marquez.
Marquez said she had obtained
additional information on the
mantenance problems which hit
UNM's married student housing
complex several weeks ago.
r
The Code Enforcement Office of
the City of Albuquerque does not
consider a broken air conditioner to
be a health hazard and will not send
out an inspector to handle such

®

complaints, Marquez said. "They
consider air conditioning a
luxury," she said.
Because broken air conditioning
is not considered a health hazard,
tenants do not have the legal right
to abate rent if their air conditioning units break down.

His body, wearing the number of
the missing runner, was found by a
U.S. Marines search unit lying face
down in some brush about onequarter mile past the finish line.

DOONESBURY

Gates open at 2:30 p.m. -

TAKING TH/3
Rf7H, MR.
CAI<:mR '?

Family members said Kronlage
had been jogging regularly for
about four years, and had participated in the annual event the
previous year. They said he wanted
to run the race in 80 minutes, 10
minutes better than his time last
year.
He was last seen alive by runner
Brad Rigby, 19, at the midway
poi'lt of the race. "He was in good
shape," said Rigby. "I was starting
to feel lhe heat, and had to walk
some myself."
Barney Reiley said his brother
"ran now and then," but had never
completed more than eight miles.

Tuesday, September 2
Mitchell Hall Rm. 221 at 7:00 p.m.
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Ancestor of Trout
Found Near River

Man Escapes Thieves, Barely

MOSCOW, Idaho (UPI) - A
University of Idaho geologist says a
fossil fish found near the St. Maries
River is the oldest known ancestor
of today's trout.

BLOOMINGTON, Ill. (UPI) A nude, one-armed man, escaping
from thieves who ransacked his car
while he was engaged with a
woman, ran from door-to-door
Tuesday attempting to get help,
authorities said.
Astonished neighbors finally
alerted police, who arrested two
women and a man accused of
ransacking the car of Clarence
Feller, authorities said.
McLean County State's Attorney
Ron Dozier said the three, all of
Bloomington, allegedly dragged
Feller back to the womens'
apartment and threatened to cut off
his remaining arm and other parts
of his anatomy after Feller
discovered them rifling his car.
The three - Jan Sharp, 24,
Tania Reed, 18, and Cavello
Benjamin - were charged with

Or. C. J. Smiley, the geologist
who supervised an exploration team
at a fossil bed near Clarkia in the
river valley, said Thursday he
received confirmation of the find
from a colleague at Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Color slides and black-and-white
photographs of the 20 million-yearold, 28-inch fossil fish were sent to
Gerald R. Smith, director of the
Upiversity
of
Michigan's.
paleontology museum.
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& Teachers with current ID
offer good through September·lhereafter
10o/o discount

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMATI I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510 Centrwl Ave. SE, Albuquerque, Nll17108/505-265-3733
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II California Art Supply, Inc.
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Tuesday police found the body of
a man they believed to be the
second missing runner.
Though the victim had not been
positively identified, police said he
was believed to be that Henry J.
Kronlage, 49, an IBM engineer
from Fairfax County,

Police, rescue squads and
volunteers, including Kronlage's
18-year-old son, began combing the
areas surrounding the race course
Sunday afternoon after the two
men were reported missing by their
families.
Police said the medical examiner
would determine the cause of death
of the man believed to be Kronlage.
The race, sponsored by the
Herndon Recreation Department,
began at 9 a, m. in temperatures
registering 82 degrees in the shade.
By 11 a.m., when most of the
participants were crossing the finish
line, the temperature had reached
88 degrees.

I

••

call
277-3013

HERNDON, Va. (UPl) - Two
joggers are believed to have died in
a 10-mile foot race, one from heat
exhaustion, police said Tuesday.
One of the racers, Arlington
school teacher Patrick Reiley, 31,
was found Monday 250 feet off the
race course, about one mile from
the finish line. Authorities said he
apparently died of heat exhaustion
during his first long-distance race.

DOONESBURY

''It's one of the earliest, if not the
earliest, close relative of the trout,"
Srnith wrote Smiley.
The fossil is from the early
Miocene period.

However, if the lease contract
specifies that air conditioning will
be provided by the landlord, then
the landlord;s failure to provide
summer cooling would constitute a
breach of the lease. "If air conditioning is not provided in such
cases," she explained, "the tenant
may terminate the lease."
Renters having this or any other
problem are invited to call the new
landlord/tenant hotline for further
information and assistance, she
said.

ORIENTATION

Joggers Found Dead on Course
'
Heat Exhaustion Believed Cause
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kidnapping, intimidation, conspiracy, making false reports to
police, attempted auto theft and
several misdemeanors.
Oozier said the two women
allegedly propositioned Feller early
Tuesday and took him to their
apartment. While one woman was
engaged with Feller, the other
joined Benjamin, took Feller's
clothes and ransacked his car.
Feller, somehow wising up to the
plot, ran outside naked to confront
the two thieves.
Outmanned and out-clothed,
Feller was chased through the
streets by the thieves and dragged
back to the apartment, where they
threatened him, Dozier said.
Feller escaped when the three
tried to stuff him in the trunk of his

car.
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NASA MAKES Definite Plans
For Rocket's Maiden Launch
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
space agency believes it has finally
resolved the problems with the
insulation tiles on the space shuttle
and is driving toward a March
maiden launch for its longgrounded rocket plane.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration has a definite
target date - March 10 - that
administrator Robert A. Frosch
says is "do-able" for the all important 54-hour orbital test flight.
Considerable work remains to be
done at the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral, however, and
hundreds of engineers and
technicians will have to work three
shifts a day, seven days a week to
have any chance of meeting the
schedule. The work pace will dval
the toughest timetables established
for America's drive to the moon in
the late 1960s.
Veteran officials acknowledge
that problems are bound to develop
in the final weeks of flight
preparation for the space shuttle
Columbia and some delays are
likely. But they are expected to be
slight compared to recent delays.
NASA has established a March
3 I launch "commitment" for
Columbia and its pilots, space
veteran John W. Young and orbital
newcomer Robert L. Crippen.
The shuttle originally was
scheduled to make its first orbital
test flight in late 1978. That target
was quickly changed to March 1979
and during the past two years the
schedule has experienced one delay
after another due to a variety of
problems.
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The first major problems dealt
with the three highpowered
hydrogen engines that help propel
the 107-ton shuttle into orbit.
Considerable progress has been
made in testing and modifying the
engines in recent months but
troubles are still cropping up.
The latest involved a spare engine
for the Columbia that e:<ploded two
weeks ago while being test fired at
the NASA test center at Bay St.
Louis, Miss.
The Columbia's three engines,
however, recently passed a second
round of test firings in Mississippi
and are now being installed in the
shuttle. Officials do not expect that
Mississippi failure to affect the
launch schedule.
The big problem of late has been
the 30,9:Z2 ceramic tiles blanketing
the bottom and sides of the
Columbia.
No one has questioned the tiles'
ability to protect the shuttle from
the :Z,300-degrec heat that atmospheric friction will produce on
the return to Earth. The problem
has been the ability of the tiles to
stay intact on the shuttle under the
pressures of launch and reentry.
Engineers have been removing,
strengthening and rebonding the
tiles to the Columbia's aluminum
skin and NASA has just decided to
strengthen an additional4,700 tiles
as insurance.
The schedule calls for the
Columbia to be moved from the
work hangar where it has been for
more than a year to the towering
Vehicle Assembly Building by Nov.
23.
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Once inside the assembly
building,
a
154-foot
hydrogen oxygen tank will be bolted
to the Columbia's belly and two
149-foot, 2.6 million-pound thrust
solid fueled booster rockets will be
attached to its sides.
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The
whole spaceship-rocket
combination then will be moved to
the oceanside launch pad on the
back of .a massive crawlertractor
that once hauled Apollo moon
rockets to the firing site. That
rollout is scheduled for Dec. 26.
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The most important of all test
hurdles leading up to the launch
will be a 20-second test firing of the
three shuttle engines on the launch
pad Feb. 7. This will ~erve as a full
dress rehearsal of the countdown in
March and will make sure that all
the plum bing and electronic
systems are working properly
aboard the Columbia.
Young and Crippen will circle
Earth 36 times in the Columbia and
then glide to landing on a dry lake
bed at Edwards Air Force Base in
California's Mojave Desert. If the
landing strip is covered with water
- as is sometimes the case at that
time of year, the shuttle will land at
a secondary base being readied at
White Sands, N.M.
In addition, NASA has selected
air bases in Okinawa, Spain and
Hawaii as emergency landing strips
for the shuttle.
Two more test flights of the
Columbia are scheduled for next
year, with the fourth and final test
flight set for Aprill982 .

by Garry Trudeau
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Comet Reveals Solar Secrets
Observations made by Dr. Paul comet contains water in some form
Feldman, an astrophysicist from at a temperature of about minus
Johns Hopkins Univesity, of 173 degrees centigrade. 1t would
Comet Bradfield supported a 25- seem to indicate all comets had a
year-old theory that comets consist common origin in the solar
of ice formed billions of years ago system."
in an immense cloud of gas and
dust from which the solar system
The study of Bradfield also
was formed.
produced evidence that all comets
"It is clear that the nucleus of a contain similar constituents.
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There's a mystique attached to energy
conservation which says that it centers
around crippling abstinence and
martyrdom. It doesn't. The most important
factor in saving costly energy is your
willingness to become aware of the waste
around you. Spiraling energy costs at UNM
could threaten academic programs.
Please use only the energy that you really
need as you work and study ...... it
makes a difference.
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A19

A19
7-9pm

EJ

Sorority Rush

2

A22

Residence halls
open

Evening

Returning student
orientation
(over 25 years old)
Orientation for
non·Aib
NM students

4
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A27
7·9

E!1
9

A28
12..2

Student night
at Dukes game

Swimming party
and dance

:
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Subway Station
Grand Opening

Activities
in the SUB
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Residence halls
street dance

Evening

Evening

Activities
in the SUB

j

A23

A25

Orientation for
non-NM students

UNM ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM

Activities
on the Mall

A28

Returning student·
orientation
(over 25 years old)

A29
1

Fraternity rush

President's
Ice Cream Social
in SUB

Returning student
orientation
(over 25 years old)

Club and
activity fair
in SUB

Activities
on the Mall

Chile,
mariachi music
at Duck Pond

Lobo Club balloon
at Duck Pond

Bluegrass band
in SUB Ballroom

Subway Station,
Cellar activities
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Food Stamps Are for Students, Too
continued from page B·1

U.N.M. Information
Services
A new Student Information System has been added to the campus
beginning August 1980. The U.N.M. Information Service is a collection
of tape-recorded messages that provide brief information about each
topic listed below.
To use the Information Service just choose the topic you want. Then
call 277-6281 (8am-9pm, Monday though Thursday, 8am-5pm, Friday)
and give the operator the number of the tape. The operator will put
that tape on for you. If you have additional questions, the tape will give
you a number to call for more detail.
This service is free of charge to any student, staff, or faculty member.
We hope that the U.N.M. Information Service will be useful to you.

TOPICS
1- Admissions-Freshmen Students
2- Admissions-Transfer Students
3- Adult Re-entry Services
4- Arts and Sciences, College of
5- Bachelor of University Studies
6- Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
7- Cashier's Office
8- Changes in Financial Circumstances
9- Check Cashing Policy
10- C.S.T.
11- Community College
~2- Continuing Education
13- Continuing Education-Summer Programs
14- Drop/Add
15- Engineering, College of
16- Fine Arts, College of
17- G.E.D. Information
18- General Information on Career Services
19- General Information on Financial Aid
20- G.I. Bill Eligibility & Entitlement

21- Grading Options
22- How to Apply for Financial Aid
23- Late Registration
24- Married Student Housing
25- Native American Grants
26- Non Degree Status
27- Nursing, College of
28- Nursing, College of- Registered Nurses
.29- Pharmacy, College of
30- Photo I.D.
31- Registration Fees
·32- Residence Halls
:33- Student Employment
34- Student Loan Program
·35- U .A.P. Registration Procedure
:36- University College
.37- University Withdrawal-Summer
38- University Withdrawal-Fall
·39- W om:.-.o Studies
40- What Everyone Should Know About
U.N.M. (School Relations)

277-6281
Funds Provided by Greater U .N .M. Fund

ticipation such as household
members applying more than once,
The third page contains questions
on resources and citizenship (you
can receive food stamps even if you
are not a U.S. citizen as long as you
have been legally admitted). The
resource limit is $1,750 for most
households (it is $3,000 for
households with at least two
members if one member is age 60 or
older). That means you may have
up to $1,750 in combined value of
all your resources and still be
eligible for food stamps. Resources
include stocks, bonds, savings,
checking account, real estate,
livestock, and all licensed vehicles
not used to produce income (taxi,
tractor,
etc.).
With licensed
vehicles, only the amount of value
over $4500 is counted towards your
resources. In other words, if you
own a car worth $5000, only $500 is
counted towards your resource
limit.
The fourth page requests in·
formation on income. You should
have verification of any income you
receive. This includes pay stubs,
verification of AFDC, SSI,
Veteran's Benefits, pensions or
retirement, unemployment compensation, child support or
alimony, Indian tribal benefits,
social security, or an award letter.
An award letter may not constitute
receipt of money; a cashed check
does, though. How you view and
treat your income is your
responsibility.
Page five has questions on
roomers and boarders, on students
and financial aid, on medical costs
(medical costs above $35 may be
deducted if the household member
that incurred the expense is age 60
or over or receives SSI or social
security disability). Also on the
fifth page is a question on care of
your dependents and its expense.
You should have verification of this
item as well.
The sixth page requests information on rent or mortgage
payments, property taxes, home
insurance, and utilities expenses. If
you are conservative in your use of
utilities, you have a chance to
benefit here. The Food Stamp
office will deduct $9.70 for your
telephone usage but will deduct $75
for all your other utilities, unless
they total more than $75, then that
amount will be deducted. So, if
your total utilities are less than $75,
you save the difference. The last
item authorizes someone other than
yourself to pick up the stamps,
should you not be able to.
Finally, on the last page is an
"Applicant's
Statement
of

Agreement and Understanding".
You should read this in its entirety
before signing on the dotted line.
Basically, the agreement states that
you will provide information,
report changes in your household,
that you understand all the
questions and that you have an·
swered them to the best of your
knowledge. You are now finished
with the application and halfway
through the task.
THE INTERVIEW
The interview, which follows
your completion of the application
if you had an appointment, will be
where your assigned caseworker
verities the information in your
application. It is now that you
provide the verification he request&.
If you are unable to appear at the
food stamp oft1ce for an interview,
you may appoint an authorized
representative (it may be a friend,
relative, or anyone else you choose)
or, if that is not possible, you may
ask the food stamp office to waive
the office interview. They will then
either interview you by phone or by
a pre-arranged home visit.
DO YOU QUALIFY?
A worksheet is provided so you
can see if you qualify for food
stamps before making the trip to
your area office.
FOOD STAMP WORKSHEET
A. Give gross monthly income from
work
B. Take .20 percent of A (A X .20
=)

C. Subtract B from A
D. Add all other monthly income
E. Subtract standard deduction of
$75
F. Subtract monthly medical expenses over $35 for members 60
years or older or who receive SSI or
Social Security disability
G. Subtract monthly dependent
care costs up to $90
H. Calculate shelter costs (Rent
plus Utilities or Utility standard of
$75)
I. Divide G by 2
J. Subract I from H (shelter
deduction). "If I is greater than H,
you do not get a shelter deduction.
If someone in the household is 60 or
over and receives SSI or disability,
go on to step L and use the answer
to step J.
K. Subtract dependent care costs (if
less than $90) from $90
L. Put down the answer to J or K,
whichever is less
M. Subtract L from G
Tliis is your net monthly food
stamp income.

Bloody Clash Started By
Pig At Indian Festival
Police said the violence erupted
at a prayer ground in Moradabad,
80 miles southeast of New Delhi,
where thousands of Moslems had
gathered to observe ld·Ul-Fitr
Festival and offer prayers after
Ramadan, the Moslem month of
fasting and praying, police said.

NEW DELHI, India (UPI) -A
pig that strayed into an Islamic
· prayer gathering touched off
bloody clashes between Moslems
.• .. " and Hindus, leaving 27 dead and
· 200 injured, the Press Trust of
India reported. ·

Native Speakers
To Teach Faculty

A pig, which Moslems consider
as a representative of Satan, strayed
into the prayer ground, sparking
the riot between the angry worshippers and Hindus, police said.
Most of the casualties occurred
when police fired on the warring
groups.

This fall the Latin American
Institute will sponsor Spanish
instruction at the beginning and
·
levels for faculty.
Among the 27 people killed were
The classes, taught by native
children and three policemen,
six
~pamsn speakers, are designed to
faculty members wanting to use the news agency said.
Several policemen, including
Spanish as a research tool.
senior
police officials, also were
Individual attention is emphasized
and the classes are scheduled to injured by rocks hurled by the
accotnodate the faculty members; warring groups.
Authorities imposed an indefinite
own schedules.
Classes are tentatively scheduled curfew on the riot-hit town.
PTI said rioting mobs set afire
· to begin Sept. 15, and meet for
several
homes belonging to the rival
three one-hour classes weekly.
communities.
Interested faculty members can
Police reported several cases of
contact the Latin American
Institute in Ortega 229, extension stabbing in some of the localities,
the news agency said.
2636.
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If item M is less than $316 and
your household size is one, you
qualify (barely). When you qualify,
you receive a minimum of $10
worth of food stamps. Of course if
you have more household mem·
bers, the maximum allowable food
stamp income (MI) goes up, For
two members, the Ml is $418. For
three members, the MI is $520. For
four members, the Ml is $621 and
so on. If your MI is 0, you will
receive the maximum coupon
allotment for your household. For
households, the maximum allotments are $63, $115, $165, and $209
respectively.
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and SAVE LIVES
Bring this ad & a UNM
or TVI ID with you
when you donate plasma
the first time at

I
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Yale Blood Plasma Inc.

!

for a $5.00 BONUS

I

1

122 Yale SE

I

HINTS
As you can see, the food stamp I
program need not be as mystifying
I
as it appears. There are some things
that you might want to remember, I
though. Make sure that you know
which oft1ce to go to. Call ahead
and make an appointment. Ask to
be able to see a caseworker the day .
you are scheduled to come in. Get
the caseworker's name, if possible,
and ask for that person by name
when you come in for your ap·
pointment. Also be sure to come in
a few minutes early if you haven't
yet filled out an application. Ask
questions of your caseworker and
remember that you have the
following rights:
-to receive an application when
you ask for it;
-to turn in your application the
same day;
-to receive your stamps within 30
days after turning in your ap·
plication or to be notified if you are
not eligible;
-to receive food stamps within a
few days if you are eligible and have
little or no money;
-to have a fair hearing if you
disagree with any action taken on
your case.
Also, remember that if you
qualify for stamps, you no longer
have to buy them. Stamps are
issued up to the amount for which
you qualify. Lastly, remember that
although you may seem to be
dealing with an insensitve
bureaucracy, the caseworkers are
human and do respond in a like
way.
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$ Fight Inflation $
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266-5729 Save a Ufe
expires Aug. 18, 1980
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Old donors, welcome back!
The above applies to you also.
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one coupon per donor- not good with otht•r coupons
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Montcjo Light & Dark
Herenhauscr Export
Goldfassel
Ringnes Light & Bock
Skol
Peroni
Brama
Old Bedford Ale
Samuel Smith Old Brewery Pale Ale
Tooths Sheaf Stout
Cardinal
Pilsner Urquell
Lorimers's Traditional
Anchor Steam

Lictu or Store
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo,
your campus newspaper,
can be picked up at any
of 24 locations on campus,
and it's already paid for.
The Daily Lobo is published Monday through Friday by the UNM Board of
student Publications, a board with a student majority. Bulk subscriptions,
purchased on your behalf by ASUNM, the undergraduate governing body,
and GSA, the graduate student governing organization, permit the paper to
be circulated free on the campus.
Writing, editing, typesetting, paste-up, advertising sales and circulation are
student positions. They are open to students from any field of study.
Students interested in working for the news staff should apply in Marron
Hall room 138.Students interested in applying for positions on the advertis·
ing, office, circulation, or producatlon staffs should apply in Marron Hall
room 131. Students interested in applying for Publications Board positions
shOuld contact their student government organization. There are also three
faculty members on the board, appointed by the faculty senate, and a chair·
man appointed by the university president.
Subscriptions for both semesters and the summer session are available for
$10.00 from: Daily Lobo, UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N·M· 87131.
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Professional Convict
Seeks Return to Prison
GALVESTON, Texas (UP!) Santos Casarez Rios, 74, walked
into a bank, laid his cane
threateningly on a counter and
ordered a teller to fill his brown
paper sack with money. But, police
said Tuesday, his aim was not easy
riches.
Rios told a bank official he
wanted to be arrested and walked
over to sit beside a security guard
until police arrived.
"He flat made a statement that
'I'm old, I'm sick, I'm going blind,
I took the money, I want to go back
to the penitentiary and die,'" said
United States National Bank Vice
President Gilbert M. Bray. "He
said ... he was all alone."
"Just looking at his record, he
probably spent a good portion of
his life there (prison)," prosecutor
George Cooley said."
Police said Rios walked into the
bank unarmed Monday, laid his

It Is A Losing
Battle Against The
Slimy Green Stuff

UNM maintenance personnel are fighting a losing batlle
against the growth of algae in the duck pond between
Scholes Hall and Zimmerman Library. To prevent the algae
from choking the pond, it must be cleaned out by hand two to
three times each week. But the faster the algae is removed, it
seems, the faster it grows. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

The University of New Mexico's
Division of Dance is sponsoring
dance workshops through Aug. 22.
The workshops are designed for
intermediate and advanced dancers,

When you can let your money work for you by
owning a Villa sandia condominium.

The advantages are endless:
Pool, spa, and clubhouse plus the pride of ownership! standard features that apartment Jiving
can't compare with. All maintenance done by others, leaving you free! untversttv students and
parents-take. advant.age of our outstanding tow-cost 3 year Interest-only financing! BUild equity
and property appreciation Instead Of wasting your rent money! SensiblY priced from $39,500 with
competitive financing available, with a small down payment..• we Invite you to compare!

Because LB Nelson Is constantly striVIng to Improve your hOme,
due to market availabilitY we reserve the right to substitute
equal or higher quallt'(speclflcatlons and change prices Without
prior notice.

5901 McKinney NE
one block North of Academy

822-0852
Open Daily
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MONTGOMERY

10am to 6pm
lifestyle design by LB. Nelson Corporation of New Mexico

Even though Rios looked old,
stood 5-6, weight 135 pounds, wore
thick glasses and walked with a
cane, Mrs. Kalsnes said she was
convinced ''he was serious" and
was frightened. But she felt differently Tuesday.
"He's an old man," she said. "l
feel sorry for him because he wants
to go back to prison. Why die in
prison?"
Prosecutors said they planned a
psychiatric evaluation and then
prosecution as usual, .if warranted.
Cooley said reports from the
National Crime Information Center
indicated Rios had "25 or 30
aliases," about 50 arrests (two
dozen for immigration violations)
and 19 convictions.

Dance Workshops Sponsored

nt•..

A·1 Realty
266·86-18

cane on the counter and handed
teller Teresa Kalsnes a note that
read, "This is a robbery. Fill this
bag." Shegavehim$10,643.
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UNM Gives Welcome Back Fiesta
Penelope Wron~ld
With the beginning of the new
school year the University and
ASUNM are jointly sponsoring
a welcome back fiesta for new
and returning students that will
include everything from a
mechanical bull riding contest to
a blue grass band.
The fiesta is designed both to
entertain and to orientate
members of the university
community.
Randy G. Boeglin, associate
dean of student housing and
committee chairman said, "the
fiesta is a move to emphasize the
campus community has come
together and to recognize we are
starting again, as well as an
introduction to the campus."
Paul Woods of the dean of
students' office said, "the
committee was appointed by
Vice
President
Marvin

Top Secret Phone Numbers Found
Take, for example, the supersecret number to the National
Security Agency, George Bush's
home phone, the think-tank Rand
Corporation and numbers for
movie star Paul Newman, Hawaii
Sen. Daniel Inouye and CBS
correspondent Bernard Kalb.

Saccharin to Stay
On U.S. Market

Slither Power

I
4

Aug. 27 - Swimming party and
Dance, evening.
Aug. 27-29- Fraternity Rush.
Aug.
28
Daytime
Programming, on the Mall, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Aug. 29 - Chili lunch at the
duck pond 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.,
a Mariachi band at the duck
pond from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.,
and the Lobo Club hot air
balloon will be at the duck pond
at 12:30 p.m. The President's
lee Cream Social in the Union
ballroom, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. The
Student·
Activity
and
Organizational Fair and a blue
grass band will be in the
ballroom from 2 p.~. to 3:30
p.m. Subway Station Activities
will be from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Aug. 30 - Western Dance and
Mecl)anical Bull Riding Contest
in Johnson Gym.
Students, faculty and friends
are invited to attend.

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Hundreds of breakdowns in radar
computers used to guide aircraft
through the nation's crowded skies
have created a potentially
disastrous situation, a congressman
said.
"I say there is a problem, and
possible disaster, because the
primary computers are malfunctioning all over the country," Rep.
John Burton, D-C ali f., said in a
speech
prepared
for
the
Congressional Subcommittee on
Government
Activities
and
Transportation.
The hearing was scheduled after
reports that the computer at the
nearby Oakland Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC) at
Fremont had malfunctioned more
than a dozen times in the last two
months.
The FAA has argued that such
incidents do not create unsafe
conditions because the old system
used prevalently during the
1950s - is adequate,
Some air traffic controllers at
Fremont disagree.
"The transition is the thing that's
exceedingly difficult, especially if
you're busy," one controller said.
"It get's to be really chaotic.
"During that period of time, it's
easy to mis-identify or lose an
airplane. It's tough," said the

1.-----------------------------------------J ·-

with an emphasis in modern
technique, percussion for dancers,
tap, jazz and repertoire. One
beginners' class is being offered at
night for tap dancers.
The workshops are being
conducted by Karen Steele and the
Dance Quintet, a dance company
based in Santa Fe, The company
was recently awarded a $3500 grant
from the New Mexico Arts Council
to produce and perform dance
concerts in the spring. They have
also conducted workshops in
Seattle, Wash. and Santa Fe.
The classes are open to people on
an individual basis and the cost is
$4.50 per class.
Additional
information can be obtained
through the UNM Division of
Dance in the Fine Arts Center.

The
Food
and
Drug
Administration
(FDA)
has
suggested a review of facts concerning the artificial sweetener
Saccharin.
The FDA proposed restrictions in
1977 which would have banned the
use of Saccharin as a food additive,
but permitted its continued use as a
tabletop sweetener.
Congress
passed a law which declared a
moratorium
on
saccharin
restrictions, asking that more
studies be conducted.
While these studies show saccharin has some benefits for people
on weight control diets and
diabetics, they have also indicated
the sweetener to be a weak carcinogen.
Congress directed that warning
labels appear on all foods containing saccarin, saying, "Use of
this product may be hazardous to
your health. This product contains
saccharin which has been determined to cause cancer in laboratory
animals."
·
The original moratorium expired
recently, and Congress has passed a
new law which prevents the banning
of saccharin until at least June 30,
1981. It is estimated that legal
proceedings required to enforce
such a ban would take I 2 to IS
months,
FDA Commissioner Jere Goyan
said he worries about the "time
bomb effect" of saccharin. He said
saccharin has not been in use long
enough to accertain whether
continued use of the sweetener will
increase the possibility of
developing cancer in later years.
The
American
Medical
Association advises against the use
of large amounts of saccharin by
pregnant women and suggests the
moderate use of either sugar or
saccharin by children. Studies
recommend avoiding heavy use by
yoang women of childbearing age
and excessive use by anyone. .

D. "Swede" Johnson because he
wanted a lot of activities to
welcome back students."
Activities from Aug.l7 to 28
include:
Aug. 17-21- Sorority Rush.
Aug. 19 Residence Halls
Open.
Aug. 21 - NM Union Daytime
Programming (inside the Union)
-II a.m. to 2 p.m.
Aug.
22
Daytime
Programming, on the Mall, II
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Street Dance
Aug. 22
sponsored by UNM Residence
Halls, evening.
Aug, 23 - Grand Opening of
the New Mexico Union Subway
Station, evening.
Aug. 25 - Student Night at
Albuquerque Dukes Game,
evening.
Aug. 26 - NM Union Daytime
Programming, inside the Union,
II a.m. to 2 p.m.

Malfunctioning Computers
Set for Possible Air Disaster

SEATTLE (UPI)- A little black
book found lying on the floor of a
small general store on the Hood
Canal had some pretty big
telephone numbers in it.

commander of the top-secret NSA
and the first person in history to
win three Navy Crosses for bravery.
Gayler apparently dropped the

book while visiting the tiny Seabeck
General Store during a July 23 trip
to the Hood Canal summer home
of a prominent Seattle family.
·

controller, who asked to remain
anonymous.
Burton, chairman of the subcommittee, said, "The air traffic
controllers are put under intense
time pressures when they have to
make the transition from primary
computer to the more antiquated
broadband radar system," he said.
"Indeed, there are a few mintutes
during a breakdown when the
planes arc flying blind, and the
controllers arc scrambling to reidentify flight patterns, speed and
altitude ... yet the FAA still refuses
to admit a problem."

Grad Students Get
Word Processor
The
Graduate
Students
Association has recently installed a
new word processor for the convenience of graduate students
The processor is provided at a
much lower cost than a typing
service and can be used to type and
duplicate dissertations, theses and
resumes.
The services of the word
processor are available to undergraduates if time allows, but
graduate students are given
priority.
The processor is in the GSA
office in the basement of the
Student Union.

SEVEN YEAR
HIPPOII

The 1-by-2 inch black vinyl book
belonged to retired Navy Vice
Admiral Noel Arthur Meredytb
Gayler, former commander of U.S.
Forces in th Pacific, former

- the following offet:

For 61 days, 19-year-old Leigh
Van Den Berg bas shared a cage in
Durban, South Africa, with 35 of
the most venomous snakes in the
world. The payoff - a one-line
mention in the Guinness Book of
World Records. Miss Van Den Berg
cracked the old record to become
the first woman and fifth champion
snake-sitter in a year, She says, "I
guess I showed the men how it is
done.''

Up
~r...-lee

limited edition 7th Annlvetsaty T-shltt

C.sablaric• ~ h 1 s HumphreY Bogart and Hollywood
at its best. )( 1s tngtid Bergman at her mo5t beauliru11.
It's a gtc:at film. Friday, Aug. 22; 7 p.m., 9:15p.m.
and 11:30 p.m. Tickets $2 for faculty, staff and
stUdentS; S2.SO fot general admission.
lam Tanao In Paris - Marlon Branda and Maria
Schneider in one oft he mosl powerfutly'etolicmovies
ev.er made. Saturday,Aug.ll: 7 p.m •• 9:15 p,m._. and
11:30 p.m .. Tickets $2 for faculy 1 staff and studcntsi
$2.SO for general admissiOn.
R~umlni Students A.uOcladon - Orientatfoil for
students older than average. Attend any one session:
Tuesday, Aug. 19, 7 to 9 p.m., in Lhe Kiva and
Wednesday, Aug. 27 1 7to 9 p.m., in the Kiva. Also,
Thursday, Aug. 28, noon to 2 p.m., in the StUdent
U.nlort Building. For further iMormation call 271·
3361.
l.uture- By composer John Cage AUg. 9, 10 and
tt, 6:30p.m., In the Fine Arts Center, Room 147.
Free.
UNM Ciloral ........ Joih one of UNM 15 fine choral
ensilmbles (concert choir and university choral). See
Prof. John M. Clark In Room 11 i6 of the Fine Arts
Center for placement interviews. Monday Aug. 1S,
Tuesday Aug. 26 and Wednesday Aug. 27 from to
B.tn. to 3 p.m. Open to all students with academic
credit availnb1e.
Sing lbndel 1!i Mnslih _....with the UNM Chorus and
Orchestra In December. Join the UTif't'ctsiiY Chorus
now. Open 10 all UNM studenls and staff. Reh.:rsals
are held every Tuesday evening from 7:~0 p.m. td
9:JO p.m. In toom B-117 of the Fine Arts Center.
Nc; nuditlofls----jUst come to rehcrsals! Academic
credit is available. First rchcrsat is Aug. 2tl.
Classici 'rhe•lrt: Company - Will hold trYOUtS for
both ;1 Rdsencriintz and GulldensH:rn nre tJcad 11 and
10
Hamleth on Sunday,August 24 in lhc downstairs
loune.e of Popejoy Han·. lf you'd like further In·
formation, or are unable to make thenudltlonf pleMe
call John Oatdner at 898-3963 after 5 p.m. or

FREE

with purcho.se of $3.50 or more
(limit 1 shirt per person)
offer good onl_y while the_y lo.st

SUNDAY,AUGUST24,1980

SINCE 1973

lO:OOam to ll:OOpm
•Imported Goufmet Coffee
• Coffee Brewing Equipment
• Ice Cream to go
• Exotic Coffee Drinks
• Fresh & Bottled Juices
• Deluxe Pastr_ys
• Packaged Teas
• Gou(met Decaffinoted Coffee
• Alto-Dena Doir.Y Products

Juliettel'eavy at898-3963 artor 3 p.m.
I'IUf Ma!lltr 0•" -.. Doriot Anthony DW)'ert
r'ti.nclpaf flutiSt with Bostort SymphonY Oi'ch~suai
will te:ach the class on AUg. 18 from 4to 6 p·.m. and _8
IO to· _p.m. at the Fine Ans Ctnier Room B-117.
there Is UIO audltot tee.
Ainfrkan A1!iodatloli of Unt,enlt)' ·eotrH - Will
meet at the BettY Benson home. 7909 Hendrix N.E.,
at 10a.m.onAug,24,

120 Hatvatd Dt. SE
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CUBA--DICTATORSHIP
OR DEMOCRACY?

Renfro

On the Friday night preceding the football game with Te1Cas Tech
Dr Arizona, the students held their pep rally. A bonfire heated

everyone up prior to the ensuing snake dance. The Freshman class,
under the loose surveillance of the Sophmore Vigilantes, supplied
the material to be burned. All the !1ammnble material from the
alley~. refu>c from stores, anything that would burn, was hauled in
by the J'ro>h in trucks borrowed or owned by the students.
In JlJ34 our first year group was determined to have a bonfire to
>UI pass all bonfires. One particularly picturesque flammable object
wth the outhouse, the chic sale obsession, the outdoor privy. Many
people did not enjoy indoor plumbing in 1934, in and around
Albuquerque, and daring freshman who brought in such n prize
were heartily applauded.
At 3 o'clock on that Friday afternoon, I was on the flat bed of a
trcmcndou.s truck which had been borrowed from Springers or
Shul'fk•burgcrs down town. We were scouring the mesa fiv~: miles
northeast of town for any cardboard or wooden object that would
add to the pile back on the campus.
Just about where Montgomery intersects Eubank NE in this
modern day, our party came upon an abandoned ranch. First of all
the outhouse was upended and put on the truck. Many years had
gone by 'incc anyone had lived on that forlorn location; the nearest
neighbor was three miles away. A shed, which was ramshackle and
due to .:ollapsc within the year, was piled on top of the outhouse.
'I he porch of the house was sagging dreadfully, and it too was piled
on the vehicle, Tony Armijo then wondered aloud how hard it would
be to push over the bludeless wooden windmill. No sooner thought
than done by our dauntless "six".
Navigating the dirt roads back to the university presented
difficulties, but our indomitable driver successfully overcame, and
we made our triumphal return to the bonfire area, horn blasting at
full capacity, just as it was getting dnrk.
The windmill made an C/Ccellent base for a newly arranged pile that
burned higher and hotter than any pep rally fire known before.
Peculiarly enough, the educational value, the superb method of
school spirit generation, the spectacular arsonic display that made
up the tradition of the student bonfire- all was abandoned for the
nonce by university policy makers.

by Marta Harnecker
This is a book indispensible
to an understanding of Cuba
today.
available at:

SALT OF THE EARTH
BOOKSTORE
2920 Central S. E.
Just 1 block East of UNM
265-9473
Mon .·Fri. 11 :30·5:30

Woman Tired of Devil's Numbers
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) Tonya Turnbull is being ostracized
by her religious acquaintances
because of her car's license number
and wants a federal court's help in
getting her a new one.
The problem is the license plate
number- CPG-666.

Volunteer docents make it
possible for the museum's
education division to offer
programs such as museum tours
and suitcase exhibits for use
throughout the Albuquerque area.
Experienced docents will give
demonstrations on how to present a
suitcase el'hibit.

The training program includes
lectures by UNM professors on
human evolution, Southwestern
archeology,
ethnology,
and
teaching techniques.

A moment of summer serenity is enjoyed by Dr. Mark Rutledge, director of the UNM United Campus
Ministry, as he fishes a small stream in the Jemez Mountains near the the Valle Grande. (Photo by
Docent training sess10ns will be Dick Kettlewell)
held Aug. 27 to Oct. 3. Each
volunteer who completes the
training program will be scheduled
to work a half day each week
throughout the coming school year.

·Baby Power Program Sponsored

More information about the
program is available from Margaret
Jumonville at the museum or by
calling 277- 2924.

Mr.S11"dJ118Q
i.V~Yiiw~ifj~
10°/o OFF
TO UNIVERSI.TY STUDENTS
(with 1.0. Card)

A Baby Power Program,
sponsored
by
the
consultation/education division {C/E)
of the Bernalillo County Mental

Health/Mental retardation Center,
will offer parents tips on improving
the first 18 months of their babies
Jives.

BOOK
STOP
QUALITY USED BOOKS
BOUGHT AND SOLD

RUSTIC I

:-lob Htll Center
111 Carlisle S. E.
Albuquerque. NM 87106
Hours, 10om to 9 pM
Sunday .noon to 6 pm
Phone {505) 268-8898

Reg. $199.95

S17995
STU DENT PRICE
Includes Frame, 10 yr Lap Seam Mattress, 4 yr
Heater, Liner, Liner Strips, Decking, Pedestal, Fill

Kit.

BASIC PAC

Reg. $118.95

S1Q705
STUDENT PRICE

Includes 10 yr Lap Seam
Mattress, 4 yr Heater,
Liner, Liner Strips,
Fill Kit, BED PLANS

4406 MENAUL NE
(near Washington)

265·2108
266·6768

According to Ms. Turnbull, the
numbers are the mark of the devil
and that the Bible states the "AntiChrist" will bear those three
numbers on his brow.
As Revelations 13:18 puts it,
"This calJs for wisdom: Let him
who has understanding reckon the

Students To Get Orientation

Museum Seeks Volunteers
The Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology is looking for
volunteers
interested
in
anthropology who would like to
work as docents. Volunteers can
sign up through Aug. 25.

Sa1. Noon-5:00

sooner or later nearly every one finds their way to the Kiva Auditorium. Several classes meet
each semester and the auditorium is often used by campus organizations for meetings, workshops
and seminars. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
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The classes will run Sept. 15
through Nov. 3, at 2600 Marble
N.E. Topics covered will include
what parents can el'pect of their
babies at various stages of growth,
practical child rearing ideas,
creative play and toys to make at
home.
Nancy Weaver, an infant
development specialist at C/E,
encouraged participating parents to
bring their babies to class.
Activities will be involved in
language development, fnthering,
nutrition,
disclipline
and
development of a child's emotions,
social relationships and thinking
abilities.
Parents of infants to 12 months
will meet Mondays from IO a.m.
until II :30 a.m. Parents of toddlers
to 18 months will meet Mondays
from II :30 a.m. until I p.m. Both
classes will run eight weeks.
Information may be obtained from
Weaver at 843-2849.
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Returning Students Orientation
sessions will be offered for the
non-traditional student beginning
college after a period of academic
inactivity.
The sessions will cover a review
of key university policies, time
management exercises, a review of
campus services, a look at lifestyle
changes one may experience,
financial aid information, career
planning information and a review
of campus academic support
services.

For more information, contact
Paul Woods, assistant dean of
students, 1128 Mesa Vista Hall,

277-3361.

FRIDAY AUGUST 22
HUMPHREY
BOGART

INGRID
BERGMAN

CASABLANCA

2 and 4 year scholarships
opportunities

Scholarship provides
• Full Tuition
• All Books
• All Fees
• $100/month
After graduation a Navy or Marine Corps Commission
Travel, Adventure and
Career Opportunities
with excellent pay and benefits
For details please stop by the Naval
Science Building on the UNM Campus

Urntuh lw., tlu.· olll{l m!'''J~oft• M4l'l'lltm ~~
rt•uttJI lw1i'lc~ uml Ofltirfmt•nt.t 111 t1u.· UNM dlul
~;urmlilltlillJ.l urro. Cl'l!~:k lltHitumrarl' ihcn call!

Freshmen ond Sophomores inquire
os soon os possible to determine eligibility

8:00am to 8:00pm
Seven Days
RENTAL EXPERTS
.262-1751

720Yale NE
277-3744 or 277-3745

3906 Central SE
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Sophomores and Freshman
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THE UNION FILM THEATRE

AHention

Welcome Back Students

1/2 original Price

Sessions will be held Tuesday,
Aug. 19 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Kiva; Wednesday, Aug. 27 from 7
to 9 p.m. in the Education
Administration Building, Room
101, and on Thursday, Aug. 28
from 12 to 2 p.m. in the Returning
Students Lounge on the second
floor of the Student Union.

number of the beast, for it is a
human number, its number is six
hundred and si1'ty-si1'."
Ms. Turnbull, who was reared a
member of the Assemblies of God
and holds to strict religious tenets,
recently delivered a complaint to
federal court stating that her
freedom of religion was being
violated by the Missouri Division of
Motor Vehicles and Drivers
Licensing because she was being
forced to display the plates for all
to see.
She told the court she sees her
license plates.IJS a symbol o.( forced
bondage into the forces of evil. She
said she immediately objected to
the plates when they were issued to
her, but that her complaints were
ignored.
In the meantime, she said,
"People who know about this {the
religious significance of the
numerals), won't have anything to
do with me."
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AFtlmbyBERNARDO BERTOLUCCI

COLOR

UnrtadArhsls

SHOWS at 7:00, 9:15, 11:30
Admission: $2.00 UNM faculty, staff. summer students
$2.50 General

Theotre located in south lower level of
UNM S!Udent Union Building
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